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Abstract of the Project
Socially-intelligent systems have to be capable of accurately perceiving and infer-
ring the personality and other particularities of different individuals, so as to pro-
vide a more effective, empathic, and natural tailored communication. To embody
this human likeness into such systems, it is imperative to have a deeper under-
standing of real human-human interactions first, to computationally model both
individual behavior and interpersonal interinfluence. However, there is a lack of
publicly-available audiovisual databases of non-acted face-to-face dyadic interac-
tions, which cover the richness and complexity of social communications in real
life. In this project, we collected the first of its kind non-acted audio-vidual multi-
view dataset of dyadic interactions. The main goals of this dataset and associated
research is to analyze human communication from a multidisciplinary perspective
(i.e. technological, sociological and psychological) and to research and implement
new paradigms and technologies of interpersonal behavior understanding. It is ex-
pected to move beyond automatic individual behavior detection and focus on the
development of automatic approaches to study and understand the mechanisms of
perception of and adaptation to verbal and non-verbal social signals in dyadic inter-
actions, taking into account individual and dyad characteristics. In addition to the
collection of more than 80 hours of dyadic interactions including 150 participants
performing cognitive tasks designed by the psychologists, this project performed a
proof of concept analysis of different technical challenges included in the database:
• Setup design, calibration and synchronization of 6 HD cameras, 2 HD egocen-
tric cameras, 2 wrist heart rate monitors, 2 lapel microphones and 1 ambient
microphone.
• Multi-view joint optimization of hand and body skeleton poses for enhanced
hand and body pose recovery.
• Speaker audio segmentation.
• Audio-visual spatio-temporal modeling of human emotions.
• Multi-task face attributes analysis
iii
The different contributions are presented and justified in the context of their re-
spective state-of-the-art, evaluated on proper public datasets, and finally tested as a
proof of concept evaluation on the recently designed dyadic dataset. Detailed dis-
cussion of the implemented work and its associated future research is provided.
Abstract of this Master Thesis
In particular, this master thesis is focused on the development of baseline emotion
recognition system in a dyadic environment using raw and handcraft audio features
and cropped faces from the videos. This system is analyzed at frame and utterance
level with and without temporal information. For this reason, an exhaustive study of
the state-of-the-art on emotion recognition techniques has been conducted, paying
particular attention on Deep Learning techniques for emotion recognition.
While studying the state-of-the-art from the theoretical point of view, a dataset
consisting of videos of sessions of dyadic interactions between individuals in dif-
ferent scenarios has been recorded. Different attributes were captured and labelled
from these videos: body pose, hand pose, emotion, age, gender, etc. Once the ar-
chitectures for emotion recognition have been trained with other dataset, a proof of
concept is done with this new database in order to extract conclusions. In addition,
this database can help future systems to achieve better results.
A large number of experiments with audio and video are performed to create
the emotion recognition system. The IEMOCAP database is used to perform the
training and evaluation experiments of the emotion recognition system. Once the
audio and video are trained separately with two different architectures, a fusion of
both methods is done. In this work, the importance of preprocessing data (i.e. face
detection, windows analysis length, handcrafted features, etc.) and choosing the
correct parameters for the architectures (i.e. network depth, fusion, etc.) has been
demonstrated and studied, while some experiments to study the influence of the
temporal information are performed using some recurrent models for the spatio-
temporal utterance level recognition of emotion.
Finally, the conclusions drawn throughout this work are exposed, as well as the
possible lines of future work including new systems for emotion recognition and the
experiments with the database recorded in this work.
Master Thesis Student Contributions
This project has been accomplished by a group of 4 master students. The contri-
bution of this master thesis within the whole project is explained in the following
lines.
Study of the state-of-the-art of the emotion recognition problem using audiovi-
sual sources and the different techniques that make use or not about the context,
temporal information, memory blocks, etc. Deliver a emotion recognition system
using Deep Learning techniques based on unimodal handcraft audio features, raw
audio features and faces, and their possible fusion. Also study the influence of the
temporal information to model the changes across frames in the emotion recognition
problem in the unimodal and fusion experiments using RNNs. Help and participate
during the recordings of the different sessions of the Face-to-face Dyadic Interaction
Dataset placing and collecting the setup and attending the participants. Also anno-
tate this database labeling the utterances of the videos.
iv
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In the computer vision and machine learning communities, one ongoing line of re-
search is modelling human interaction and behaviour. Social signal processing and
affective computing are two research fields that aim at understanding these interac-
tions by extracting audio-visual features and combining them to build bigger con-
structs such as personality or dominance. In particular, dyadic interactions between
individuals is a crucial aspect in studying how human beings react to the environ-
ment and with each other.
Exploring and analyzing dyadic sessions may result in a better understanding
of human interactions and behaviour. But as for every purpose or plan intended in
machine learning there is always one mandatory thing to have: data. In particular,
data for dyadic interactions between humans is quite rare to find, for instance, there
is the IEMOCAP dataset. However, data for this sort of interaction analyzed from a
psychological perspective does not exist.
One goal of this master thesis was precisely to assist in the creation of a dataset
consisting of videos of sessions of dyadic interactions between individuals in dif-
ferent scenarios. Different attributes were captured and labelled from these videos:
body pose, hand pose, emotion, age, gender, etc. Furthermore, all participants of
the dataset were given a personality test survey, which means that each individual
personality was labelled. This represented a very ambitious challenge and makes of
this dataset a very unique object which may be very helpful for the computer vision
and machine learning communities in the future.
Although many attributes could be extracted from the data, one of the main goals
in this group master thesis is to develop a non-verbal emotion recognition system
using audio and frames sources from videos at frame level. This two sources are
proposed because facial expressions can help the audio to aim better the real emotion
of the subject. Deep learning techniques have been used to be able to model the
implicit emotions within a dyadic conversation between two subjects. Due to the
state of the art, one can affirm that predicting emotions using deep learning is very
challenging nowadays, due to different problems that are described in the following
chapters.
When two subjects are talking between them, the emotion can be modeled in ev-
ery piece of time without taking into account the course of the conversation. Instead,
this work proposes to divide the conversation in utterances and predict the emotion
of each utterance at local or frame level. From that idea came the second goal of my
part in this group master thesis: use also Recurrent Neural Networks to include the
temporal information in those emotion predictions.
This master thesis includes a discussion on the creation and contents of the dataset,
a chapter discussing the current state-of-the-art in Emotion Recognition using Deep
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Learning techniques, a chapter describing the methods chosen, a chapter analyz-





Humans verbally communicate by speech and language. This enables faster shar-
ing of messages, conveying of ideas and spreading of inventions. Communication
between humans is actually not just what humans say, but also how they say it. Fur-
thermore, facial expressions, as a part of non-verbal communication, are responsible
for about 55%, voice intonation for about 38% and actual words for 7% of the mes-
sage perception [3]. Emotion recognition is a very actively growing field of research.
The goal of human emotion recognition is to automatically classify user’s temporal
emotional state basing on some input data.
As it was mentioned, emotions play a major role in a Human life. At differ-
ent kind of moments or time Human face reflects that how he/she feels or in which
mood he/she is. Humans are capable of producing thousands of facial actions during
communication that vary in complexity, intensity, and meaning. Emotion or inten-
tion is often communicated by subtle changes in one or several discrete features [19].
Moreover, speech communication contains paralinguistic information of the speaker
such as tone or pitch of voice, what may be helpful to predict an emotion during a
conversation. Although enormous efforts are invested in recognizing the emotions
from speech, still much research is needed. For these reasons, voice and facial ex-
pressions are the ones that have been exploited during the last years to develop a
robust emotion recognition system.
Notably, most approaches try to obtain these emotions from posed facial expres-
sion. In these approaches, is easier to achieve higher performance because it only
focuses on facial expression without being immersed in a conversation. Nowadays,
there exist different methods that model these posed facial expressions, but there is
a lack of methods trying to model facial expressions during a conversation between
two subjects. Considering the inter-personal influences that thrive in the emotional
dynamics of dialogues becomes more challenging the paradigm of emotion recogni-
tion.
Definition 1 Emotion recognition is the process of identifying human emotion, most typ-
ically from facial expressions as well as from verbal expressions.
[13] said that an emotion is a reaction to stimuli that lasts for seconds or minutes. As it
is described, there are different categories and measurements of emotion, depending
on the final purpose. In the last years, deep learning techniques have became more
important for researchers to improve traditional methods such as hand-crafted fea-
tures. Later, it will be discussed the state of the art and the evolution that the main
emotions recognition techniques have undergone over the last years.
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2.1 Applications
Although all the effort is over developing new systems and new methods to recog-
nize an emotion in different scenarios, it is very complicated to imagine the benefits
that these systems can obtain with in different industries. This section briefly de-
scribes some real applications and discuss how useful are for the society [13][16].
• Software usability: There is a lot of evidence, that human emotions influence
interactions with software products. There is also a record of investigation on
how products can influence human feelings and those feelings make people
buy or not. Therefore investigating emotions induced by products is an object
of interest of designers, investors, producers and customers, as well. Software
usability depends on multiple quality factors, such as functionality, reliability,
interface design, performance and so on.
• Education: Some emotional states support learning processes and other sup-
press them. The distinction of the two groups of emotional states in some
cases is not obvious, for example such positive mood as hilarity is not good
for learning processes, while slightly negative emotional states foster critical
thinking and are appropriate for analytical tasks. Automatic emotion recog-
nition algorithms can help to explore this phenomena by making assessments
of learner emotional states more objective than typical questionnaire-based in-
vestigations.
• Enhanced websites customization: With the grow of the Internet, service providers
collect more and more information about their users. Based on these data,
content, layout and ads are displayed according to the user’s profile. Adding
information about the emotions of users could provide more accurate person-
ality models of the users.
• Video games: There are a lot of reasons that can influence upon human’s be-
havior during playing the game. They could be divided into factors connected
with the game, such as increasing monotony or becoming accustomed player,
and to game independent factors which are connected with current physical
and mental condition of the player. The first group of reasons may be in some
extent predicted or estimated by the game designer but that is impossible to the
reasons of the other group. That is why the real-time recognition of player’s
affect may become such important for video games industry in the nearest fu-
ture. Video games that are able to dynamically react to the recognized current
player’s emotions are called truly affect aware video games.
• Others: public services (government, airports security), satisfaction in call cen-
tres, determining patients feeling and comfort level about the treatment, deter-
mining fatigue in the case of driving and alerting in advance, facial emotion
detection in interviews, etc.
2.2 Affective Computing and Emotion Classification
Affective computing is the study and development of systems and devices that can
recognize, interpret, process, and simulate human affects. Then, it can be said that
Emotion recognition is a sub-field of Affective computing. In Affective computing,
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researchers usually compute emotions using different sources, such as facial expres-
sions or speech.
In speech recognition as well as emotion recognition from speech, data material
is an important resource. First, it has to be recorded, then it is necessary to reprocess
the data, i.e. to transcribe and annotate the recordings. One of the main challenge
of emotion recognition is how to annotate accurately the ground truth emotion of a
speaker or subject. To achieve a level of confidence in emotions ground truth, there
are several ways to label an emotion. While there is ongoing debate regarding what
the defining features of an emotion are, emotions can be broadly conceptualized as
“adaptive action tendencies that occur in response to changes inside or outside the organism,
specifically changes that challenge states and systems necessary for survival”. Emotions
can be measured across at least three different modes of response: physiological,
cognitive and behavioral. Within this broad approach to defining emotion, there are
at least two major perspectives adopted for more specifically understanding emo-
tions. The first approach can be referred to as a discrete emotions perspective. Within
this perspective, emotions are generally thought to be specific, cross-cultural, innate,
systemic responses. For example, fear can be thought of as a discrete emotion that
across cultures is characterized by elevated physiological arousal, perceived threat,
and escape behavior. In contrast to the discrete emotions perspective, the dimen-
sional perspective suggests that emotions are responses to environmental stimuli
that vary along dimensions of key features or characteristics. Within the dimen-
sional perspective on emotion, theory and empirical work has converged to suggest
at least three core features to an emotional response (i.e., valence/pleasure, arousal,
and dominance/control). These dimensions are theorized to respond somewhat in-
dependently resulting in dimensions that can differentially respond across time to
emotion eliciting events. Now, the next list describes three important methods for
annotating emotions [29]:
• Basic Emotions:
Basic Emotions is a Discrete method. Although the view that some emotions
are more “basic” than others is widely accepted by emotion theorists, there is
little agreement on which emotions should be included in the list of the ba-
sic ones. Their number varies depending on the theory. The most popular list,
sometimes referred to as “The Big Six,” was used by Ekman et al. (1969) in their
research on universal recognition of emotion from facial expression. The list
included happiness, sadness, fear, surprise, anger, and disgust, which are still
the most commonly accepted candidates for basic emotions. Over the years
some theorists, including Ekman, have shortened or expanded the list. For in-
stance, Plutchnik (1980) added acceptance and anticipation, Ekman (1999; Ek-
man and Cordaro 2011) added contempt, and Levenson (2011) added interest,
relief, and love. More recently, other candidates for basic emotions have been
proposed, e.g., love or jealousy (Sabini and Silver 2005). Some authors have
also used their own terminology. For instance, Panksepp (2007; Panksepp and
Watt 2011) listed play, panic/grief, rage, seeking, fear, lust, and care as the ba-
sic (“primary-process”) emotions. As well, some researchers extended it with
the categories neutral, since certain parts of communication can also be non-
emotional, and other to give the annotators the opportunity to rate emotions
which do not fit the given labels. The decision whether a particular emotion
qualifies as basic is based on a set of criteria. Although these criteria vary
across theories, many authors agree that a basic emotion should be associated
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with distinctive universal nonverbal expression, distinctive neural and phys-
iological components, distinctive subjective experience, and distinctive regu-
latory and motivational properties [24]. As these Basic Emotions represent
primary emotions, mixed or blended emotions cannot be represented.
• Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW):
The Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW) is a dimensional method and consists of
discrete emotion terms corresponding to emotion families that are systemati-
cally aligned in a circle. Underlying the alignment of the emotion terms are the
two dimensions valence (negative to positive) and control (low to high), sep-
arating the emotions in four quadrants: Negative/low control, negative/high
control, positive/low control, and positive/high control. As it is shown in Fig.
2.1, the response options are “spikes” in the wheel that correspond to different
levels of intensity for each emotion family from low intensity (towards the cen-
ter of wheel) to high intensity (toward the circumference of the wheel). Also,
in the very center of the wheel, the response options “no emotion” and “other
emotion” is offered. As the labellers can assign at most three labels to each ut-
terance, mixed emotional states can also be labelled by this method. The GEW
has previously been used in a variety of contexts, ranging from managers’ af-
fect during decision making (Tran, 2004) to the evaluation of body movements
and consumer experiences. These studies show that the GEW is a particularly
useful measurement instrument under time pressure and with repeated mea-
surements [28].
FIGURE 2.1: GEW with 40 emotion terms arranged in 20 emotion
families.
• Self Assessment Manikins (SAM):
The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) is a dimensional method and a picture-
oriented questionnaire developed to measure an emotional response. It con-
tains five images for each of the three affective dimensions that the participant
rates on either a 9- or 21-point scale. The annotators can label the utterance
on three different axes, valence-arousal-dominance (VAD), without needing to
cope with emotional categories. The advantage of this method is the absence
of discrete emotional categories, so that different perceptions cannot influence
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the assigned emotion label. The VAD-space is divided into octants, to allow
a comparison to categorial emotion theories, and a neutral centroid is placed
in the centre of the space. In the typical implementation it is used axes with
the following classification: +V and V for positive and negative valence, +A
and A for aroused and unaroused, and +D and D for dominant and submis-
sive. Additionally, emotions can be identified located on a boundary area be-
tween octants as “mixed emotions” and count them proportionally for all cor-
responding octants. The SAM is an imagery-based measure that therefore can
be thought of as language-free. Thus, use of the SAM is not circumscribed to
any one culture, and it can be easily understood and appropriate for use in dif-
ferent countries. Another feature of the SAM that makes it widely applicable is
that it is brief. Due to its brevity, it can be used to capture emotional responses
to a wide array of emotion elicitation methods [6].
2.3 Audio and Video Features
Development of machines with emotional intelligence has been a long-standing goal
of AI. With the increasing infusion of interactive systems in our lives, dialogue
videos have proliferated across the internet through platforms like movies, webinars
and video chats. This project tries to detect emotions in videos of dyadic conversa-
tions. A dyadic conversation is a form of a dialogue between two entities. This kind
of videos convey information through three channels: audio, video, and text. This
master thesis is focused on developing a real time emotion recognition system. That
is why only audio an video sources are going to be used because text does not allow
to implement a real time system in this scenario.
One of the challenges in the emotion recognition problem is how to represent
the data. An important part of the literature focuses on the ways to represent au-
dio/video contents by features that can be subsequently used by classifiers.
2.3.1 Audio
Speech is considered to be a very complex signal, since apart from the meaning it
carries information regarding the speaker’s identity and language and his/her emo-
tion. When the type of the information is considered, it is common to divide the
methods that adopt speech into two distinct categories [23]: explicit or linguistic
information, which concerns articulated patterns by the speaker; and implicit or
paralinguistic information, which concerns the variation in pronunciation of the lin-
guistic patterns. This last one approach ignore the content of speech and instead
focus on associating low-level features to emotions. Extracted features may either
be low-level descriptors or statistics extracted on these descriptors. The main dis-
advantage of the linguistic models is that they do not typically provide a language-
independent model. Each language has its own specifics and is subject to cultural
differences. As such, there might exist a plethora of different sentences, speakers,
speaking styles and rates.
There are some different methods for treating the audio data, but all of them
have a common part: the audio is first divided into audio-segments using windows
(binary temporal mask). Normally, these audio windows have a length between
30-200 ms and are processed with techniques of voice normalization and intensity
thresholding.
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Once the audio is segmented using sliding windows, there are three principal
methods for obtaining the audio features:
1. Hand-crafted features: The most common software used for this task is openS-
MILE, which is a toolkit that unites feature extraction algorithms from the
speech processing and the Music Information Retrieval communities. Au-
dio low-level descriptors such as CHROMA and CENS features, loudness,
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, perceptual linear predictive cepstral co-
efficients, linear predictive coefficients, line spectral frequencies, fundamental
frequency and formant frequencies are supported. Delta regression and vari-
ous statistical functionals can also be applied to the low-level descriptors [9].
Literature shows that there exists a high correlation between many statistical
measures of speech with speakers’ emotion. For example, high pitch and fast
speaking rate often denote anger while sadness associates low standard devi-
ation of pitch and slow speech rate.
2. 1D-Convolution: Instead of using a hand-crafted method, each raw audio
window is passed through a 1D-Convolutional Neural Network to obtain a
feature vector.
3. Spectrogram + 2D-Convolution: A spectrogram is a visual representation of
the spectrum of frequencies of a signal as it varies with time. The process
for obtaining a spectogram is the following one: first, the audio signal is di-
vided in windows; then, the frequency representation of each window is com-
puted applying the STFT; and finally, each frequency representation is plot-
ted in time [Fig 2.2]. They are used extensively in the fields of music, sonar,
radar, and speech processing. Spectrograms of audio can be used to identify
spoken words phonetically and they are highly used in the studies of pho-
netics and speech synthesis. The reason of using spectograms is because they
join the temporal and frequency information in one image. The objective is to
obtain the spectrogram of each audio window and pass them through a 2D-
Convolutional Neural Network to obtain a feature vector.
Divide audio 
in windows








FIGURE 2.2: Computation process of a spectrogram.
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2.3.2 Videos and Images
Visual indicators such as facial expressions are key to understand emotions. But im-
age and video classification and the process of preprocessing and extracting features
remains challenging. Visual features can be broadly categorized into three classes:
1. Local handcrafted approaches. They include handcrafted features and their
corresponding encoding methods. There are lots of methods for this purpose,
but the following three are the most common:
(a) SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform): This method is invariant at
scale and rotation and works in two steps: detection of feature point as
the first step and feature description as the second one. At the begin-
ning of the procedure, gradients and orientations of pixels are computed.
This is done for each key point and its neighborhood. The feature vector
is a combination of the orientation of histograms within the sub-regions
around the feature point.
(b) SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features): It is similar to SIFT, but it is faster
and detects the key points by using the determinant of the Hessian matrix.
(c) HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient): At each pixel, the image gra-
dient vector is calculated and converted to an angle, voting into the cor-
responding orientation bin with a vote weighted by the gradient magni-
tude. Votes are accumulated over the pixels of each cell. The cells are
grouped into blocks and a robust normalization process is run on each
block to provide strong illumination invariance. The normalized his-
tograms of all of the blocks are concatenated to give the window level
visual descriptor vector for learning.
2. Learning based approaches. They are mainly represented by CNNs (Con-
volutional Neural Networks) for image recognition. There are two different
approaches. The first one consists of using 2D-CNNs to obtain the features for
each frame of the video independently. This 2D networks can be useD either as
feature extractors and return a feature vector for each input, or can be followed
by a classifier to obtain an image classification system. The second approach
aims to include the spatio-temporal information across frames or utterances
by using 3D-CNNs or adding RNNs (Recurrent Neural Networks) layers af-
ter the 2D-CNN. This architectures and some examples of these methods are
explained in section 2.5.
3. Facial Action Coding System (FACS): It is a comprehensive, anatomically
based system for describing all visually discernible facial movement. It breaks
down facial expressions into individual components of muscle movement, called
Action Units (AUs). There are 49 different Action Units in total. Each of them
represent a different movement of a part of the face, so it is easy to describe
each emotion by the combination of these Action Units. In Fig. 2.3 there are
some examples of the most common facial expressions and the Action Units
that are involved in them.
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FIGURE 2.3: Example of emotion expressions and their respective Ac-
tion Units.
2.4 State-of-the-art - Databases
Since emotions are expressed through a combination of verbal and non-verbal chan-
nels, a joint analysis of speech and gestures is required to understand expressive
human communication. In this context, one of the major limitations in the study of
emotion expression is the lack of databases with genuine interaction that comprise
integrated information from most of these channels. For this reason, in this section
is described the most used databases for emotion expression, depending on the final
objective of each one.
2.4.1 Posed Emotions
Emotions acted out based on conjecture or with the guidance from actors or profes-
sionals are called posed expressions [26]. Most facial emotion databases, especially
the early ones i.e. Banse-Scherer, CK and Chen-Huang, consist purely of posed facial
expressions, as it is the easiest to gather. However, they also are the least representa-
tive of real world authentic emotions as forced emotions are often over-exaggerated
or missing subtle details. Due to this, human expression analysis models created
through the use of posed databases often have very poor results with real world
data [1]. To overcome the problems related to authenticity, professional theatre ac-
tors have been employed, e.g. for the GEMEP database.
In 2000, the Cohn-Kanade (CK) database was released for the purpose of pro-
moting research into automatically detecting individual facial expressions. This ini-
tial release, includes 486 sequences from 97 posers. Each sequence begins with a
neutral expression and proceeds to a peak expression. The peak expression for each
sequence in fully FACS coded and given an emotion label. The emotion label refers
to what expression was requested rather than what may actually have been per-
formed. For the CK+ distribution, they have augmented the dataset further to in-
clude 593 sequences from 123 subjects (an additional 107 sequences and 26 subjects)
[15].
The CK [15] only consist of frontal portrait images taken with simple RGB cam-
eras. Newer databases try to design collection methods that incorporate data, which
is closer to real life scenarios by using different angles and occlusions (i.e. hats,
glasses, etc.). Great examples are the MMI and Multi-PIE databases, which were
some of the first well-known ones using multiple view angles. In order to increase
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FIGURE 2.4: Examples of the CK+ database. The images on the top
level are subsumed from the original CK database and those on the
bottom are representative of the extended data.
the accuracy of the human expression analysis models, databases like the FABO have
expanded the frame from a portrait to the entire upper body [1].
2.4.2 Emotion Under Speech
In this subsection, it is presented the most important databases that contains record-
ings with emotions under speech (conversations, phrases,etc), so it can be possible
to analyze emotions from video and audio. In case of multimodal data, the audio
component can provide a semantic context, which can have a larger bearing on the
emotion than the facial expressions themselves. However, in case of solely audio
data, like the Bank and Stock Service and ACC databases, the context of the speech
plays a quintessential role in emotion recognition [1].
There are mainly two types of emotion databases that contain audio content:
stand-alone audio databases and video databases that include spoken words or ut-
terances. The information extracted from audio is called context and can be gener-
ally categorized into a multitude, wherein the three important context subdivisions
for emotion recognition databases are the semantic, structural, and temporal ones
[1]. Following, there is a description of the most important video databases of the
literature.
• IEMOCAP - Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture Database [5]:
This kind of databases are usually called inducted and the participants usually
interact with other individuals or are subject to audiovisual media in order to
invoke real emotions. Induced emotion databases have become more common
in recent years due to the limitations of posed expressions. The performance
of the models in real life is greatly improved, since they are not hindered by
overemphasised and fake expressions, making them more natural.
It was captured by the Speech Analysis and Interpretation Laboratory (SAIL)
at the University of Southern California (USC) in 2007. This database was
recorded from ten actors in dyadic sessions with markers on the face, head,
and hands, which provide detailed information about their facial expression
and hand movements during scripted and spontaneous spoken communica-
tion scenarios. The actors performed selected emotional scripts and also im-
provised hypothetical scenarios designed to elicit specific types of emotions
(happiness, anger, sadness, frustration and neutral state). The corpus contains
approximately twelve hours of data (20 month capturing) and each video has
a variable number of utterances, assigning only one emotion to each utterance
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found in the conversation. The detailed motion capture information, the inter-
active setting to elicit authentic emotions, and the size of the database make
this corpus a valuable addition to the existing databases in the community for
the study and modeling of multimodal and expressive human communication.
For the recording, the subjects were seated all the recording in order to avoid
having gestures outside. As well, the subjects had 3 meters of separation be-
tween them, just to avoid sound interferences and visual occlusions. They used
two microphones (Schoeps CMIT 5U, 48KHz) to record both speakers and the
final audio is provided merging both signal in unique audio file. Fig. 2.5 is one
example of a full conversation between two actors.
FIGURE 2.5: Example of the IEMOCAP database.
As commented before, there are 5 principal emotion to have into account (hap-
piness, anger, sadness, frustration and neutral state), but this database has
three methods to label the emotions and make it more robust to changes:
1. Subjective evaluations: Six human evaluators were asked to assess the
emotional content of the database in terms of emotional categories. As
mentioned before, the database was designed to target anger, sadness,
happiness, frustration and neutral state. However, some of the sentences
were not adequately described with only these emotion labels. Since the
interactions were intended to be as natural as possible, the experimenters
expected to observe utterances full of excitement, fear and other broad
range of mixed emotions that are commonly seen during natural human
interactions.
2. Self-emotional evaluations: In addition to the emotional assessments
with naïve evaluators, they asked six of the actors who participated in
the data collection to self-evaluate the emotional content of their sessions
using categorical (i.e., sadness, happiness) and attribute (i.e., activation,
valence) approaches.
3. Continuous emotional descriptors: An alternative approach to describe
the emotional content of an utterance is to use primitive attributes such
as valence, activation (or arousal), and dominance. The self-assessment
manikins (SAMs) were used to evaluate the corpus in terms of the at-
tributes valence [1-negative, 5-possitive], activation [1-calm, 5-excited],
and dominance [1-weak, 5-strong]
IEMOCAP database contains 5498 utterance (normally distributed in 4290 for
training and 1208 for testing) from 5 different sessions with 2 actors per session
(10 actors in total). It sums up a total number of 151 different videos of variable
length, representing different situation and acted or improvised conversations.
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This dyadic database is the most used for emotion recognition since its cre-
ation. For this reason, the experiments of this project are made with this database
in order to compare results and have a reference. This database has some sim-
ilarities with the one that has been recorder in this project (scenario,number of
participants,etc), so this is another reason for using this database to perform
our experiments.
• SEMAINE - Sustained Emotionally coloured Machine human Interaction
using Nonverbal Expression [21]:
SEMAINE is based on a scenario known as the ‘Sensitive Artificial Listener’,
or SAL for short. In 2007, they created a large audiovisual database as part
of an iterative approach to building agents that can engage a person in a sus-
tained, emotionally coloured conversation, using the Sensitive Artificial Lis-
tener (SAL) paradigm. Data used to build the system came from interactions
between users and an ’operator’ simulating a SAL agent, in different config-
urations: Solid SAL (designed so that operators displayed appropriate non-
verbal behaviour) and Semiautomatic SAL (designed so that users’ experi-
ence approximated interacting with a machine). Having built the system, they
recorded user interactions with the most communicatively competent version
and baseline versions with reduced nonverbal skills. High quality recording
is provided by five high-resolution, high framerate cameras, and four micro-
phones, recorded synchronously.
Recordings have a total of 150 participants, for a total of 959 conversations
with individual SAL characters, lasting approximately 5 minutes each. Solid
SAL recordings are transcribed and extensively annotated: 6-8 raters per clip
traced five affective dimensions and 27 associated categories. Other scenar-
ios are labelled on the same pattern, but less fully. Additional information
includes FACS annotation on selected extracts, identification of laughs, nods
and shakes, and measures of user engagement with the automatic system.
FIGURE 2.6: Examples of the SEMAINE database.
The rating procedure involved full rating for five dimensions and then op-
tional rating for instances of another 27 dimensions. The five fully rated di-
mensions are valence, activation, power, anticipation/expectation and inten-
sity. The other traces dealt with more or less categorical descriptions, and were
made after the five core dimensions have been annotated. The next dimen-
sions are basic emotions: fear, anger, happiness, sadness, disgust, contempt
and amusement. They include different ways of annotating such as epistemic
states (certain, agreeing, interested) or others (shows solidarity, shows antago-
nism, shows tension).
It is clear that this database has got a lot of diversity. They try to measure
different emotions, situations and activities, so this is not the best database for
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the experiments of this project because the interaction is not made between
two subject and they are measuring nonverbal expressions.
• AFEW Database - Acted Facial Expressions In The Wild Database [8]:
This kind of databases are called spontaneus and are considered to be the clos-
est to actual real-life scenarios. However, since true emotion can only be ob-
served, when the person is not aware of being recorded [32], they are difficult
to collect and label. The acquisition of data is usually in conflict with privacy
or ethics, whereas the labelling has to be done manually and the true emotion
has to be guessed by the analyser [26].
In 2009, they present a labelled temporal facial expression database from movies.
Human facial expression databases till now have been captured in controlled
‘lab’ environments. This database constitutes information on clips of both sin-
gle and multiple subjects interacting with each other. To overcome the tedious
and error-prone process of manual data collection, they use a semi-automatic
method based on searching the Subtitles for Deaf and Hearing impaired (SDH)
as well as Closed Caption (CC). The database covers unconstrained facial ex-
pressions, varied head poses and movements, vast age range, occlusions, var-
ied focus, multiple people in the same scene and close-to-real world illumina-
tion. The range of age of subjects in the clips is large from 1 - 70 years. The
information about the clips has been stored in an extensible XML schema and
the subjects in the clips have been annotated with attributes such as Name,
Age of Actor, Age of Character, Pose, Gender, Expression of Person and the
overall Clip Expression.
It contains 957 videos labelled with six basic expressions Angry, Happy, Dis-
gust, Fear, Sad, Surprise and the Neutral expression. The subjects in the database
exhibit natural (including out-of-plane) head poses and movements, which are
largely missing in other current temporal facial expression databases. The sub-
jects in the database exhibit natural (including out-of-plane) head poses and
movements, which are largely missing in other current temporal facial expres-
sion databases. AFEW is currently the only facial expression database, which
has multiple labelled subjects in the same frame. This enables an interesting
study on the ‘theme’ expression of a scene with multiple subjects, which may
or may not have the same expression at a given time. As well, The movies
have been chosen covering a large set of actors. Many actors have appeared in
multiple movies in the dataset, which will enable to research on how their ex-
pressions have evolved over the time, whether they differ for different genres,
etc.
FIGURE 2.7: Examples of the AFEW database.
This database is widely used for emotion recognition. The difference with the
database of this project is that the videos are all acted situations and they in-
volve two or more subjects, so there could be some problems if it is used this
database to train the methods proposed here.
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2.5 State-of-the-art: Methods
Emotion recognition has attracted attention in various fields such as natural lan-
guage processing, psychology or cognitive science. Ekman (1993) found correlation
between emotion and facial cues. It was an important improvement on the field,
but emotion recognition remained a really challenging task. In a dyadic conversa-
tion, which is a dialogue between two entities, the audio and visual information can
be used separately or fused using different techniques, which are called unimodal or
multimodal scenarios, respectively. Following, there is an explanation of some of the
state-of-the-art techniques that have been used for the emotion recognition problem
in the unimodal and multimodal scenarios. This work does not include the textual
information because the aim of it is to train a real-time system. This is the reason
why the next subsections are about audio, video and their fusion.
2.5.1 Audio
Important audio features for emotion recognition are pitch, formants, duration, spec-
tral energy, and Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). These features has
been studied both at utterance-level and at frame-level. In [10], a total of 106 utterance-
level audio features are extracted related to fundamental frequency, energy, duration
and spectral envelope. Then, a feature selector is applied to obtain the best 40 fea-
tures and, after that, feature reduction techniques such as PCA (Principal Compo-
nent Analysis) and LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) are applied. The classifica-
tion experiments are performed with Gaussian classifiers. In [27], a hybrid model
is proposed. In it, the MFCC and the LLD (Low-Level Descriptors) features are
computed separately. The LLD features are normalized and the MFCC features are
passed through a GMM-HMM (Gaussian Mixture Model-Hidden Markov Model)
and both outputs are used to train the same SVM classifier.
But these methods are relatively old. Nowadays, most of the studies about emo-
tion recognition using audio, make a fusion with other information such as the vi-
sual or the textual ones. But there are some studies that evaluate the IEMOCAP
database (the one that is used in this work) using only the audio information. These
studies used to use the OpenSMILE toolkit to obtain the vector of features for each
audio file. In [19], the audio feature extraction process is performed at 30Hz frame
rate with 100ms sliding window. OpenSMILE is used to obtain the audio features,
but prior this feature extraction, the audio signals are processed with voice intensity
thresholding and voice normalization. Finally, each audio segment is converted to
a vector of 6392 features. Other works, such as [12][20], use a similar procedure to
obtain a feature vector for each audio segments.
But there are other recent studies that use the raw audio as input of a deep learn-
ing network to obtain a feature vector or directly as a classification method. This is
the case of [2], where the author uses the raw audios as the input of a CNN. The
CNN is designed as a simple layer with a convolution window of size 200 and an
overlapping step of 50. This convolutional layer is the responsible of the feature ex-
traction. After that, there is a max-pooling layer followed by a fully-connected layer
and the final softmax layer.
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2.5.2 Video
The visual-based techniques in the emotion recognition literature are mainly based
on facial expressions, since face plays a vital role in conveying emotions. In [18], the
author describes the problem of emotion recognition in three steps:
1. The first one consists of locating the faces in the scene (face detection)
2. The second one aims the extraction of the facial features from the detected faces
(facial feature extraction)
3. in the last one an analysis of the changes in these features is performed fol-
lowed by a classification of this information into some facial-expression-interpretative
categories.
This work also refers to the importance of making clearly the differences between
acted and naturalistic behaviours.
The face detection process is simple: first, the video is divided into frames and
then a face detector is applied over every frame to obtain all the faces in the video.
There are different face detectors, but one of the most used in the state-of-the-art is
the OpenFace toolkit. This is a state-of-the art tool intended for facial landmark de-
tection, head pose estimation, facial action unit recognition and eye-gaze estimation.
Once the faces are obtained and cropped, the extraction of facial features and the
classification processes are performed. Facial features can be subdivided into two
broad categories: geometric and appearance. The geometric features are the shapes
of the facial components (eyes, mouth, etc.) and the locations of facial fiducial points
(corners of the eyes, mouth, etc.), while appearance features represent the texture of
the facial skin in specific facial areas including wrinkles, bulges, and furrows. The
contraction of the facial muscles produce facial expressions, induce movements of
the facial skin and changes in the location and/or appearance of facial features. Such
changes can be detected analyzing the optical flow, the changes in the action units
of two consecutive faces, etc.
The most useful strategy for extracting audio or image features is using Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs) (see Sec. 2.5.2). CNNs have two important
variants for this scenario, 3D-CNNs or 2D-CNNs, depending on if the movement or
temporal information across frames is wanted to be included into the model or not.
In most of the recent studies about this problem, a 3D-CNN is used on the video to
focus not only on the feature extraction from each video but also on the temporal
features across frames. Publications like [19][12][20] uses a similar scheme: they use
a 3D-CNN to extract spatio-temporal features across frames. The working of a 3D-
CNN is identical to its 2D counterpart with an input being a video v of dimension
(3, f, h,w). Here, 3 represents the RGB channels and f, h, w are the number of frames,
height and width of each frame, respectively. For the convolution operation, a 3D fil-
ter fl of dimension ( fm, 3, fd, fh, fw) is used where, f[m/d/h/ f ] represents the number
of feature maps, depth, height and width of the filter, respectively. Max-pooling is
applied to the output of this convolution across a 3D sliding window of dimension
(mp, mp, mp).
Convolutinal Neural Network
A Convolutional Neural Network, also known as CNN or ConvNet, is a class of
neural networks that specializes in processing data that has a grid-like topology,
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FIGURE 2.8: On the left: bimodal fusion. On the right: trimodal fu-
sion. Source: [19]
such as an image. Each neuron in a CNN processes data only in its receptive field
as it does the human brain. The layers on a CNN are arranged in such a way so
that they detect simpler patterns first (lines, curves, etc.) and more complex patterns
(faces, objects, etc.) further along. A CNN typically has three layers: a convolutional
layer, pooling layer and fully connected layer.
1. Convolutional Neural Layer. This layer performs a dot product between two
matrices, the kernel and the restricted portion of the receptive field. The kernel
slides across the height and width of the image producing the image represen-
tation of that receptive region. This produces a two-dimensional representa-
tion of the image known as an activation map. The values of the kernel are the
parameters learned during the training process.
2. Pooling Layer. The pooling layer replaces the output of the network at certain
locations by deriving a summary statistic of the nearby outputs (normally tak-
ing the maximum value of a neighborhood). This helps in reducing the spatial
size of the representation, which decreases the required amount of computa-
tion and weights.
3. Fully Connected Layer. Neurons in this layer have full connectivity with all
neurons in the preceding and succeeding layer. This is why it can be computed
by a matrix multiplication followed by a bias effect. The FC layer helps map
the representation between the input and the output.
2.5.3 Multimodal Fusion
Multimodal fusion is the process of combining data collected from various modali-
ties for analysis tasks. It has gained increasing attention from researchers in diverse
fields due to its potential for lots of applications (i.e. sentiment analysis, emotion
recognition, human tracking, image segmentation, video classification, etc.). The
fusion of multimodal data can increase the accuracy in many scenarios. There are
mainly two levels or types of fusion studied by researchers: feature-level fusion or
early fusion, and decision-level fusion or late fusion [25].
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1. Feature-level or early fusion fuses the features extracted from various modal-
ities such as visual features, text features and audio features, to a general fea-
ture vector that is sent for analysis. The advantage of feature level fusion is that
the correlation between various multimodal features at an early stage can po-
tentially provide better task accomplishment. The disadvantage of this fusion
process is time synchronization.
2. Decision-level or late fusion. In this fusion process, the features of each modal-
ity are examined and classified independently and the results are fused as a
decision vector to obtain the final decision. The advantage of decision-level fu-
sion is that the fusion of decisions obtained from various modalities becomes
easy compared to feature-level fusion, since the decisions resulting from multi-
ple modalities usually have the same form of data. Another advantage of this
fusion process is that every modality can utilize its best suitable classifier or
model to learn its features. But this is also a disadvantage because the learning
process of all these classifiers becomes time consuming.
3. Hybrid multimodal fusion. This type of fusion is the combination of both
feature-level and decision-level fusion methods in order to try to exploit the
advantages of both strategies and overcome the disadvantages.
In the emotion recognition field, most of the researchers prefer to use the feature-
level or early fusion strategy. In many works, the authors give more importance to
the process of extracting the contextual information between utterances and speak-
ers or to the feature extraction methods. This is the reason why a simple concatena-
tion of features from different modalities is used as the fusion method.
But there are exceptions. In [11], the authors aims to classify emotions using
audio, visual and textual information by attaching probabilities to each category
based on automatically generated trees, with SVMs acting as nodes. In [19], the
authors defend that the concatenation or early fusion has the problem of cannot be
able of filtering out conflicting or redundant information obtained from different
modalities. To compute their trimodal fusion (audio, video and textual features),
they propose a hierarchical approach which proceeds from unimodal to bimodal
vectors and then from bimodal to trimodal vectors. Fig. 2.8 shows how the fusion
is done: first a fully connected layer is applied to equalize the dimensionality of
the feature vector of the three modalities, then a bimodal fusion is applied by pairs
and finally a fully connected layer with softmax as activation function performs the
classification. The bimodal fusion consists of this: imagine this is the matrix of values






























, where D is the dimension, N is the maximum number of utterances in a video
and x is A, V or T depending on if it is audio, video or text. The bimodal combi-
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iATlt = tanh(w
AT
l · [cAlt , cTlt]T + bATl ) (2.2)
iVTlt = tanh(w
VT
l · [cVlt , cTlt]T + bVTl ) (2.3)
, where the values of the previous matrices are concatenated by pairs. Learning
these weights helps to achieve a better fusion of modalities. The trimodal fusion is
similar to the bimodal one. First, they apply the dimensionality equalization to the
feature vectors of the three modalities and then the bimodal fusion to obtain three
matrices. After that, they apply a fully-connected layer to obtain the trimodal fusion.
The only difference is that instead of concatenating two values inside the tanh func-
tion of the fully-connected layers, now they have the concatenation of three bimodal
values.
2.5.4 Baseline
For this project, [7] is going to be used as baseline. In this work, the authors use
the same database (i.e. IEMOCAP) and analyze the emotion recognition problem
using the video, the audio and the text. Since this project does not use the textual
information, the comparisons with the baseline are going to take into account the
audio and video modalities and their fusion. One of the reasons of using [7] as
baseline is because they propose also a emotion recognition system at frame level.
The method they implement consists of a CNN for the textual features, OpenSMILE
for the audio segments of 100ms and a CNN with only two convolutional layers
for the faces, which is much simpler than the one used here (i.e. VGG). For the
faces, they only take every tenth frame to reduce the amount of data for the training
and then they fuse every t and t + 1 face into a single image. They use a simple
concatenation for the fusion, and then a SVM for the final decision.
2.5.5 Context Modeling
As it has been explained in the previous sections, a dyadic conversation is a form
of a dialogue between two entities and it is divided in utterances. A utterance is a
unit of speech bound by breathes or pauses. The evolution of the emotions across
a conversation is known to be driven by two prime factors: self and interspeaker
emotional influence [11]. Self-influence relates to the concept of emotional inertia,
which is the changing of the feelings of a person from one moment to another. Inter-
speaker emotional influence is another trait where the other person influence in the
speaker’s emotional state. Fig. 2.9 shows an example of a conversation divided in
utterances and the changes of the speakers from their own emotional inertia to the
emotional influence in the lasts utterances.
Existing works in the literature do not make use of this two factors. Context-free
systems infer emotions based only on the current utterance in the conversation. But
there are some state-of-the-art context-based networks which use Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) or Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) networks to model speaker-based
context, just after using CNN models to extract the features (see Sec. 2.3). This com-
binations allows to model the context with the RNNs and the temporal information
across frames with the 3D-CNNs. This is reasonable, because utterances in videos
are semantically dependent on each other, which means that the complete mean-
ing of a single utterance is conditioned by the preceding utterances. The following
subsections explain state-of-the-art architectures for modelling the context, starting
with a simple explanation of RNNs.
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dependencies and summarizing task-specific de-
tails using attention models (Weston et al., 2014;
Graves et al., 2014; Young et al., 2017).
Specifically, the memory cells of CMN are con-
tinuous vectors that store the context information
found in the utterance histories. CMN also mod-
els interplay of these memories to capture inter-
speaker dependencies.
CMN first extracts multimodal features (audio,
visual, and text) for all utterances in a video. In
order to detect the emotion of a particular utterance,
say ui, it gathers its histories by collecting previous
utterances within a context window. Separate histo-
ries are created for both speakers. These histories
are then modeled into memory cells using gated
recurrent units (GRUs).
After that, CMN reads both the speaker’s memo-
ries and employs attention mechanism on them, in
order to find the most useful historical utterances
to classify ui. The memories are then merged with
ui using an addition operation weighted by the at-
tention scores. This is done to model inter-speaker
influences and dynamics. The whole cycle is re-
peated for multiple hops and finally, this merged
representation of utterance ui is used to classify its
emotion category.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:
1. We propose an architecture, termed CMN, for
emotion detection in a dyadic conversation that
considers utterance histories of both the speaker
to model emotional dynamics. The architecture
is extensible to multi-speaker conversations in
formats such as textual dialogues or conversa-
tional videos.
2. When applied to videos, we adopt a multimodal
approach to extract diverse features from utter-
ances. It also makes our model robust to missing
information.
3. CMN provides a significant increase in accu-
racy of 3 − 4% over previous state-of-the-art
networks. One variant called CMNself which
does not consider the inter-speaker relation in
emotion detection also outperforms the state of
the art by a significant margin.
The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 provides a brief literature review;
Section 3 formalizes the problem statement; Sec-
tion 4 describes the proposed method in detail; ex-
So you're leaving tomorrow. [sad]
Yeah, they just called. [sad]
I don't know what to say. I don't want to go but I 
don't have a choice. [sad]
I am afraid when you leave you won't come back. [sad]
I have to do this. Do you think I want to miss seeing her (their 
daughter) grow? [sad]
You don’t have to do this. Its not gonna work out. We're 
not a complete family without you being here. [sad]
Well I ll come back, what are you not willing to wait for me? [ang]
Thanks that helps. I feel much better now. [ang]




Figure 1: An abridged dialogue from the dataset. Per-
son A (wife) is leaving B (husband) for a work assign-
ment. Initially both A and B are emotionally driven by
their own emotional inertia. In the end, emotional in-
fluence can be seen when B, despite being sad, reacts
angrily to A’s angry statement.
perimental results are covered in Section 5; finally,
Section 6 provides concluding remarks.
2 Related Works
Over the years, emotion recognition as an area of
research has seen contributions from researchers
across varied fields like signal processing, machine
learning, cognitive and social psychology, natu-
ral language processing, etc. (Picard, 2010). Ek-
man, 1993, provided initial findings that related
facial expressions as universal indicators of emo-
tions. Datcu and Rothkrantz, 2008, 2011, showed
the importance of acoustic cues in affect modeling.
A large section of researchers approaches emo-
tion recognition from a multimodal learning per-
spective. Hence, many works used visual and audio
features together for detecting affect (Busso et al.,
2004; Castellano et al., 2008; Ranganathan et al.,
2016). An in-depth review of the literature in these
systems is provided by D’mello and Kory, 2015.
Our work, which performs context-sensitive recog-
nition (Wöllmer et al., 2010) uses three modalities:
audio, visual and text. Recently, this combination
of modalities has provided the best performance
in affect recognition systems (Poria et al., 2017b;
Wang et al., 2017; Tzirakis et al., 2017), thus moti-
vating the use of a multimodal approach.
Previous works have focused on conversations
as a resourceful event for emotion analysis. Ru-
usuvuori, 2013, provides an in-depth analysis on
how emotions affect social interactions and con-
versations. In fact, significant works have at-
tributed emotional dynamics as an interactive phe-
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IGURE 2.9: n abridged dialogue from the IEMOCAP dataset. -
son A (wife) is leaving B (husband) for a work assignment. Initially
both A and B are emotionally driven by their own emotional inertia.
In the end, emotional influence can be seen when B, despite being
sad, r acts angrily to A’s angry statement. Source: [20]
Long Short-Te m Memory vs Gated Recurrent Unit
LSTM is a kind of RNN, an extension of conventional feedforward neural network.
Specifically, LSTM cells are capable of modeling long-range dependencies, which
other traditional RNNs fail to do given the vanishing gradient issue. Each LSTM
cell consists of an input gate i, an output gate o, and a forget gate f, to control the
flow of information [Fig. 2.10]. The LSTM architectures has the ability of deleting
information from the instant t− 1 or adding new information to the instant t. The
forget gate decides the amount of previous information that goes to the new state, the
input gate indicates the amount of information that has to be updated in the state cell
and the output gate is in charge of filtering the utput.
GRU is a new type of RNN architecture inspired in the LSTM but much easier to
compute and implement [Fig. 2.11]. The main difference between them is the num-
ber of gates that control the flow of information. GRUs units only have two gates:
a reset gate r and a update gate z. This units have the ability of deleting information
(VeriLook SDK)
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FIGURE 2.10: Scheme of a LSTM memory block in different time
steps. Source: [30]
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FIGURE 2.11: Scheme of a GRU memory block in different time steps.
Source: [30]
from the previous time instant t− 1 or adding new information to the instant t. The
reset gate is the responsible of keeping in the actual state the information of the pre-
vious one or replacing it with the information of the actual input. The update gate
decides the amount of information from the previous state and the actual one goes
to the output of the memory block.
RNNs in Emotion Recognition
Current research indicates the benefits of using such networks to incorporate con-
textual information in the classification process. Researchers have implemented dif-
ferent kind of architectures and strategies using RNN to introduce this information.
Here are the most recent studies in this area.
1. CHFusion (Context-aware Hierarchical Fusion).
In [19], the authors propose to use some GRU layers in different parts of the
architecture to model the context of the utterances. The architecture is the same
as the one in the Fig, 2.8 but adding GRU layers after the unimodal features, the
bimodal fusion and the trimodal fusion to model the context at three different
levels. This context-aware architecture improves the performance of the state-
of-the-art work in 2.1% of accuracy.
2. DialogueRNN [[20].
This work assumes that the emotion of a utterance depends on the speaker, on
the context given on the preceding utterances and also on the emotion behind
the preceding utterances. This model is much more complex than the previous
one. There are two states. The first one is the party state (Party GRU), which
changes as and when that party utters an utterance and enables the model to
track the parties’ emotion dynamics through the conversations. The second
one is the global state (Global GRU), which models the context of a utterance.
On it, the preceding utterances and the party states are jointly encoded for
context representation. GRUs are used in this model to update the states and
the representations.
3. ICON (Interactive Conversational Memory Network) [12].
In this work, a three-block model is proposed. The first block is the Self-
Influence Module (SIM), which consists of two GRUs to model the emotional
inertia of each speaker. The second block is the Dynamic Global Influence
Module (DGIM), which consists of a single GRU. This module maintains a
global representation of the conversation and updates it recurrently at each
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time step using the previous state and the current speaker SIM memory. The
third and last block is the Multi-hop Memory. After the DGIM module, a
sequence of memories (for the K utterances spoken in the history) is created.
This last block performs a read/write process over multiple hops. The writing
process is done using a GRU that reprocess the sequence of input memories.
4. CMN (Conversational Memory Network) [11].
This work is the one that is used in the previous ones as baseline. The authors
propose a model in which, for classifying the emotion of an utterance ui, its
corresponding histories (hista and histb) are taken. Each history histλ contains
the preceding K utterances by person Pλ. The histories are first modeled into
memory cells using GRUs. This provides the memories with context infor-
mation summarized by the GRU.They model separate memory cells for each
person (identical but separate computations are performed on both histories).
From these memories, content relevant to utterance ui is then filtered out us-
ing attention mechanism over multiple input/output hops. At each hop, both
memories are accumulated and merged with ui to model interspeaker emo-
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of proposed model: CMN. First, multimodal representations are extracted for each
utterance and then the previous K = 4 utterances by both persons are used to model the histories using GRUs. For
each person, R + 1 different GRUs are used to represent M (r)λ for all R hops. Then, attention based filtering using
multiple memory hops is performed. Finally, Person A’s utterance ui is classified to predict its emotion category.
Here, V,W and b are parameter matrices and
vector and ⊗ represents element-wise multiplica-
tion. The above equations can be summarized as:
st = GRUλ(st−1, ut).
Memory Representation: For each λ ∈ {a, b},
a memory representation Mλ = [m1λ, ...,mKλ ] for
histλ is generated using a GRU. To grasp the tem-
poral context, the K utterances in histλ are framed
as a sequence (starting from the oldest one) and
fed to the GRUλ. At each timestep t ∈ [1,K], the
GRUλ’s internal state st (equation 5) forms the tth
memory cell mtλ of memory representation Mλ.
Memory Input: This step takes the memory rep-
resentation Mλ and performs an attention mecha-
nism on it, resulting in an attention vector pλ ∈RK .
First, the current utterance ui is embedded into a
vector qi of dimension Rd using a projection ma-
trix B ∈ Rd×din . To find the relevance of each
memory mtλ’s context with qi, a match between
both is computed.
We do this by taking an inner product as follows:
qi = B.ui (6)
ptλ = softmax(qTi .mtλ) (7)
Here, softmax(xi) = exi/∑j exj and attention
vector pλ = {ptλ} is a probability distribution over
the input memories Mλ = {mtλ} for t ∈ [1,K].
Memory Output: First a new set of memories
are created using another GRU
′
λ to get new memory
representationM
′
λ = {(mtλ)′}. An output represen-
tation oλ ∈Rd is then generated using the weighted






ptλ.(mtλ)′ =M ′λ.pλ (8)
Thus, the output representation oλ contains
weighted contextual summary accumulated from
the memory.
Final Prediction: To generate the predictions for
the current utterance ui, we combine the output rep-
resentations of both persons: oa and ob with ui’s
representation qi and perform an affine transforma-
tion using matrix Wo. Softmax is applied to this
final vector to get the emotion predictions,
ŷ = softmax(Wo.(qi + oa + ob)) (9)







Here, N denotes total utterances across all videos
andC is the number of emotion categories. yi is the
one-hot vector ground truth of ith utterance from
the training set and ŷi,j is its predicted probability
of belonging to class j.
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FIGURE 2.12: Overall architecture of CMN model. First, mult modal
representations are extracted for each utterance and then the previ-
ous K = 4 utterances by both persons are used to model the histories
using GRUs. For e ch person, R+ 1 different GRUs a e used to repre-
sent M(r)λ for all R hops. Then, attention based filtering using multiple
memory hops is performed. Finally, Person A’s utterance ui is classi-






Technology providers must endow socially-intelligent machines with the capacity
of understanding and adapting to different social contexts and individuals, so as
to provide a more empathetic, inclusive, tailored communication. To do so, it is
necessary to train such systems with computational models that capture the rich-
ness and complexity of natural human-human interactions. The Face-to-face Dyadic
Interaction Dataset aims at analyzing human communication, from a multidisci-
plinary perspective, to research and implement new paradigms and technologies of
interpersonal behavior understanding, by means of a novel annotated database of
dyadic face-to-face spontaneous interactions. The database, which would be pub-
licly available for the research community in compliance with GDPR, will consist of
audio-visual recordings, personality profiling and sociodemographic data of diverse
user populations. The project will entail the development of new automatic mod-
els of interpersonal influence understanding and personality traits regression from
interaction social signals using novel deep learning techniques, with the ultimate
goal of demonstrating the feasibility of developing socially-aware systems able to
decode the real personality and characteristics of users from verbal and non-verbal
social signals, and adapt to them accordingly.
3.1.1 Project
In this new era of ubiquitous intelligent systems becoming more and more seam-
lessly integrated into our daily life, the future looks daunting for part of the society.
“How should we adapt to this new technology? How can we, as users, learn how to interact
with machines?”. Evidences of racially and gender biased artificial intelligence (AI)
have also contributed to a skeptical vision of such technologies. While valid, such
questions and fears must be tackled from a different perspective, that is, “how can
technology providers train these systems to interact in a more humane way, while account-
ing for possible society biases?” The so-called task of humanizing AI deals precisely
with these subjects, in order to produce intelligent systems capable of successfully
interpreting and reacting to human factors. According to the psychology literature,
the way some social signals are perceived, such as eye gaze and facial expressions, is
affected by our personality (Ponari et al., 2013), health status (Surguladze et al., 2004)
and cultural identities (Riviello and Esposito, 2016). Therefore, socially-intelligent
systems have to be capable of accurately perceiving and inferring the personality
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and other particularities of different individuals, so as to provide a more effective,
empathetic, and natural tailored communication.
To embody this human likeness into such systems, it is imperative to have a
deeper understanding of real human-human interactions first, to computationally
model both individual behavior and interpersonal influence. Current literature in
computer vision and machine learning for human behavior understanding has mainly
focused on research and development of perception, analysis and synthesis meth-
ods for individual behavior; however, interpersonal-based tasks such as perception
and modelling of the communication flow and the adaptation between communica-
tion partners have been largely unexplored from a technology point of view (Vincia-
relli et al., 2015). To advance in such areas, the community is in need of publicly-
available annotated datasets of non-acted, spontaneous interactions among dyads
and small groups belonging to different population groups in terms of age, gender,
and cultural background. While several acted datasets exist (Busso et al., 2008), nat-
ural interactions are preferred, as they cover the richness and complexity of social
communications in real life.
As a result, the main goal of the Face-to-face Dyadic Interaction Dataset is to ana-
lyze human-human communication, from a multidisciplinary perspective (i.e. so-
ciological, psychological and technological), to research and implement new paradigms
and technologies of interpersonal behavior understanding by means of a common
database of dyadic face-to-face interactions. The purpose is to move beyond auto-
matic individual behavior detection and focus on the development of automatic ap-
proaches to study and understand the mechanisms of perception of and adaptation
to verbal and non-verbal social signals in dyadic interactions, taking into account
individual and dyad characteristics. Our central research question revolves around
the feasibility of developing socially-aware systems able to decode the real per-
sonality and internal process of an individual by the social signals they convey, as
well as understand how such interaction partners perceive and react to those cues
directed to them. To answer our hypothesis, the project will address the following
sub-tasks:
1. To design and collect highly-varied audio-visual, physiology, sociodemographic
and personality profiling data from target population, comprising: audio-
visual 360o recordings of face-to-face dyadic natural interactions from third
and first-person view cameras and ambient and lapel microphones; heart rate
data from wearable monitors; real and apparent personality, temper and cur-
rent mood profiling through self- and hetero-evaluation questionnaires (filled
in by both interaction partners); sociodemographic individual metadata con-
sisting in gender, age, ethnicity, country of origin, country of residence, occu-
pation and education; and dyadic metadata such as relationship among par-
ticipants (i.e., friends, family, unknown).
2. To manually annotate the dataset of audio-visual recordings, ranging from
low-level behaviors such as facial expressions, eye gaze, gestures, body poses
and utterances, to high-level behaviors such as attention, interest, engagement
and overall quality of interaction. Transcription of dialogues would also be in-
cluded. Further individual and dyadic ground truth would be extracted from
the analysis of the profiling data, such as dominance, leadership, agency, com-
munion, and high-order universal phenotypic personality traits (openness to
experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism),
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using standardized questionnaires such as BFI-2 (Soto and John, 2017), HEX-
ACO (Lee et al., 2004), CBQ-short (Putnam and Rothbart, 2006) and EATQ-R
(Ellis and Rothbarth, 2001).
3. To explore relationships between ground truth annotations of social signals
with behavioral constructs and sociodemographic and profiling data, using
modern and flexible statistical multivariate procedures that allow testing com-
plex relations between variables at a time.
4. To research and develop automatic methods of interpersonal influence un-
derstanding and personality traits regression from interaction social signals
using novel multimodal deep learning techniques.
The database is planned to include a sample of 150 Spain-based individuals to
better capture social interaction nuances of our society, who would participate in
over 200 dyadic interactions. It would consist of several tasks that elicit particular
social behaviors, such as joint attention, competition, collaboration, and free conver-
sation, with different levels of cognitive load. Currently, no annotated dataset of
such dimensions and characteristics is publicly available for research purposes.
By releasing the annotated database to the research community, it is expected a
great data sharing and collaboration among different disciplines, reuse, and re-
purposing of new research questions, as well as foster international visibility and
exposure of Spain-based research. Data collection and sharing would be guaran-
teed by ethical committee approval and consent of participants in agreement with
GDPR.
In a world that becomes more and more automated, the knowledge and novel
techniques that this project would produce would enable more representative and
accurate interaction models, which in turn would provide us with more empathic
agents, tailored to the user needs, social context and characteristics (i.e. sociode-
mographic group, personality traits, etc.). The project would also serve as a proof
of concept for more fair, socially-inclusive, explainable and interpretable automatic
models, getting away from the “black-box” preconception of AI-based systems, and
to automatically detect and account for possible sources of bias in our society. The
applications are countless, ranging from virtual tutoring and therapy systems to as-
sisting care for the elderly and people with disabilities (e.g. a personalized virtual
assistant with compatible features with the elderly), as well as support in job inter-
views, among others, ultimately improving our quality of life.
3.2 Summary
The Face-to-face Dyadic Interaction Dataset contains a total of 194 interaction ses-
sions by 150 different participants. The recording procedure of each session con-
sists of 5 task done by pairs. This tasks are completely different from each other with
different behavior elicitation conditions and cognitive workload.
The duration of each session, on average, is 25 minutes. This means that the en-
tire dataset is made up by 81 hours of interaction audiovisual content. Recruitment
and organization of sessions followed a strict criteria. The recording session were
programmed with respect to the participants availability, age, gender and relation-
ship among participants, trying to record each participant more than one time and
with known and unknown people. The maximum number of sessions per partici-
pant is 5 and the minimum allowed age is 4 years old. Fig. 3.1 shows an histogram
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with the number of sessions done by participant, which indicates that the mean
number of sessions is 2.59.
FIGURE 3.1: Histogram of number of sessions done by participant
3.3 Setup
In order to record all the sessions, we use a synchronized setup composed for the
following elements:
• 6 HD 720p cameras:
– 3 AXIS M1124 IP
– 2 Revotech i712
– 1 Revotech i706
• 2 HD egocentric cameras Victure AC800
• 2 wrist heart rate monitors FitBit Charge 3
• 2 label microphones Rode Smartlav+
• 1 ambient microphone Olympus ME-33
The 6 HD cameras are synchronized between them, three by three. We can see
a picture of the setting in Figure 3.2. The cameras N1,Z1 and HC are synchro-
nized between them, same for N2,Z2 and GC. With a clock visible for N1 and
Z1, we synchronize the rest of them. The wrist heart monitors and egocentric
cameras do not appear in the image, they are worn by the subjects: the wrist
heart rate monitor is obviously in the wrist, and the egocentric cameras are
hanging on the neck.
All cameras except GC are frontal. N1, N2, Z1, Z2 are focusing on of the others
subjects, while HC and ZC are general, as we see in Figure 3.3. It also appear the
clock in the views Z1 and N1 (two images in the top left), which we use to synchro-
nize these two views and consequently the rest.
3.4 Tasks
The five tasks done by the subjects in the experiments are always the same. The
first one is always the conversation and the last one is always the eye gaze check,
which are explained in the following lines. The three games are delivered following
a random order. These tasks realized are the following ones:
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FIGURE 3.2: Picture of the setting of the project. The 6 HD cameras
are named N1, N2, Z1, Z2, HC, GC. P1 and P2 are the subjects of the
experiment, and Mi are the microphones
FIGURE 3.3: Comparison between the cameras. Frontal 1 correspond
to Z1 and Z2 cameras; Frontal 2 to Z1 and Z2. General to HC and GC.
• Free conversation task (around 5 mins.)
– Talk about any subject (i.e. how was your day? hobbies, TV series, etc.),
avoiding private information.
– Allows analysis of common conversation constructs, such as turn taking,
synchrony, empathy and quality of interaction, among others.
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• ’Who am I?’ game (around 7 mins.)
– Participants use 10 YES or NO questions each to guess the identity of the
animal they have on the forehead.
– 3 difficulty levels (easy - e.g. penguin, medium - e.g. leopard, hard - e.g.
albatross).
– Analyze cognitive processes (e.g. thinking, gaze events).
• Lego building (around 5 mins.)
– Participants build a lego together following a set of instructions.
– 4 difficulty levels (super easy - for children, easy, medium, hard).
– Fosters collaboration, cooperation and joint attention.
– Elicits leader-follower behaviors and subject-object interaction.
• Ghost blitz game (around 5 mins.)
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– Participants have to select, among a set of 5 figurines, the figure whose
color and shape is not shown in a selected card from a deck of cards.
– Fosters competitive behavior and interaction with objects.
– Allows to analyze cognitive processing speed and reflexes.
• Eye gaze check (around 1.5 mins.)
– Participants follow instructions to look ’Elsewhere’, ’at others face’ or ’at
static/moving object’ while moving head and eyes.
– Elicits different gaze behaviors, such as smooth pursuit.
– Useful for automatic gaze estimation methods.
3.5 Data and Details of Participants
Together with the annotations that will be done in the dataset, there is other data
which the participants give through some questionnaires. The first one is about
personality and temperament. It is self-evaluated for every participant before the
first session they do (real data) and hetereo-evaluated after each session between
participants (apparent data). This questionnaire differ depending on the age of the
participant:
• From 4 to 8 years old: Temperament. CBQ-short (Putnam and Rothbarth,
2006).
• From 9 to 15 years old. Temperament and self-regulation. EATQ-R (Ellis and
Rothbarth, 2001).
• For 16+ years old: Personality. Big-Five BFI-2 (Soto and John, 2017), Honesty-
Humility HEXACO (Lee et al., 2004).
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The other questionnaire to be answered is about current mood: PEQPN (Williams et
al. 2000). This is self-evaluated before and after session, and hetero-evaluated after
session.
Sociodemographic metadata of the participants such as age, gender, ethnicity,
country of origin, country of residence, occupation, maximum level of studies and
relationship among participants was already know before planning the sessions.
The relation between them is done in order to have the maximum variability in the
dataset. We see in Figure 3.4 the age of the participants of the study. It ranges from 4
to 84 years old, with mean of 31.47± 14.6 and 55% are male. Most part of people is
from Young age, since a big amount of them were friends of the researchers of this
project.
FIGURE 3.4: Histogram of number of participants wrt. age and gen-
der.
In Figure 3.5 it is shown the distribution of the sessions wrt. age, gender and
known/unknown people. Again, most of the interactions are done between young
people. From the 194 sessions, 44% of them were done between known people (e.g.
parent-child, friends, work/study colleagues, couples, etc).
FIGURE 3.5: Distribution of interaction sessions wrt. age, gender and
interaction among known/unknown people
The country of origin and sessions done between people from different countries
is shown in Figure 3.6. From the 150 subjects, 69% had Spain as country of origin. It
was also a considerable number of people from Venezuela (12) and Chile (5). From
the 194 sessions, 50% of them were done with both participants from Spain as coun-
try of origin.
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FIGURE 3.6: Country of origin of the participants and sessions done
between them.
3.6 Annotations
As for any dataset, the more labels available for it, the more rich it will be. Some
labels can be obtained using reliable automated techniques, for example for tasks
such as body and hand pose estimation. However, for other labels a ground-truth
is required, specially if if the objective is to make this dataset a reference in dyadic
human interaction. In particular, manual human annotation will be required for
labelling emotion states and utterances. The protocol for these annotations has been
defined and some pilots have been tested
3.6.1 Emotion Annotation
Emotions will be rated for short video segments (i.e. 3 second intervals), taking into
account the whole scene, using all available modalities, as well as the history of the
interaction. That is, information of the affective state of a participant can come from
speech, language content, gestures, facial expressions, objects of the scene, or even
the reaction of the other participant. Annotators will rate three dimensions of emo-
tion, characterized by the Valence-Arousal-Dominance (VAD) model. Furthermore,
the annotators will provide a verbal description of what parts of the image are the
most important ones to perceive the felt emotion, as well as a verbal description of
the emotions they are perceiving.
Videos will be annotated using the Valence-Arousal-Dominance model (VAD, or
PAD, from Pleasure) (Russell and Mehrabian, 1977), which consists of a continuous
3-dimensional model of affective space characterized by three dimensions: valence
(pleasant-unpleasant), arousal (active-calm), and dominance (in control-submissive).
This dimensional model allows to characterize emotions on three dimensions, each
of which spans an interval of real-valued numbers indicating the strength and ori-
entation of each dimension. Dimensional approaches as VAD allows us to repre-
sent emotions in a more fine-grained way, in contrast to categorical approaches as
Ekman’s basic emotions (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness and Surprise).
Ekman’s can be mapped to the VAD model as in Figure 3.7. One can observe that
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Ekman’s categories are unevenly distributed in the VAD space (Buechel and Hahn,
2016).
Each dimension of the VAD model is characterized as follows:
• Valence: measures how pleasant or unpleasant one feels about something. It
represents the positive or negative dimension of an emotion. For instance,
joy and happiness are pleasant emotions, while fear and anger score in the
unpleasant side.
• Arousal: measures how excited or apathetic one feels about something. It
represents the degree or the strength of the emotion, ranging from calm, bored
and sleepy to aroused and excited. It may also denote the mental activity,
ranging from low engagement to ecstasy). Note that it is not the intensity of
the emotion, as grief and depression can be low arousal intense feelings. For
instance, while both anger and rage are unpleasant emotions, rage has a higher
arousal state. However, boredom, which is also an unpleasant state, has a low
arousal value.
• Dominance: it measures the extent to which the emotion makes the subject
feel in control of the situation, ranging from being in control of one’s emotions
(in control, empowered, confident) to dominated by them (submissive, op-
pressed). Note that having a high level of dominance does not mean one is the
dominant person of the interaction, as it is not an interpersonal attribute, but
an individual one influenced by the situation and context. The authors of the
model claimed that this is a necessary dimension to describe emotion as only
dominance makes it possible to distinguish “angry” from “anxious,” “alert”
from “surprised,” “relaxed” from “protected,” and “disdainful” from “impo-
tent”. The first adjective of these pairs denotes a dominant emotion, while the
latter denotes a feeling of being controlled by one’s emotions.
FIGURE 3.7: Mapping from VAD to Ekman’s emotions
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To assess the three dimensions of valence, arousal, and dominance, the Self-
Assessment Manikin (SAM), an affective rating system devised by Lang (1980) will
be used. In this system, a graphic figure depicting values along each of the 3 dimen-
sions on a continuously varying scale is used to indicate emotional reactions. As can
be seen in Figure 3.8, SAM ranges from a smiling, happy figure to a frowning, un-
happy figure when representing the valence dimension. For the arousal dimension,
SAM ranges from an excited, wide-eyed figure to a relaxed, sleepy figure. For the
dominance dimension, SAM ranges from a large figure (in control) to a small figure
(dominated). Annotators can select any of the 9 figures comprising each scale, which
results in a 9-point rating scale for each dimension. Ratings are scored such that 9
represents a high rating on each dimension (i.e., high pleasure, high arousal, high
dominance), and 1 represents a low rating on each dimension (i.e., low pleasure,
low arousal, low dominance).
FIGURE 3.8: Self-Assessment Manikin visualization
3.6.2 Utterances
There is no common consensus regarding what an utterance is, and each research
community uses it in a different way. There are many proposals, like the one from
Traum and Heeman, 1997. In this work, instructions and conventions from [14] are
followed to annotate utterances.
Determining where the boundaries fall between utterances is an important and
tricky part when annotating a conversation. Lots of segments of speech qualify as
utterances: a word, a short phrase, or a complex sentence with many embedded
clauses. Unfortunately, people do not speak with periods, commas, and question
marks to let you know when one utterance ends and another one begins.
Definition 2 An utterance can be a word, a phrase, or an entire sentence. It is the smallest
unit of speech.
The following are all potential examples of utterances: (ok?), (uhuhh), (the pink
one), (yeah, well, I thought she was going to, but she never did.), (bugs lives outside, honey.).
For this work, non-verbal vocalizations (e.g., laughing, sobbing, crying, mouth click-
ing, sighing) as utterances are also labeled, as they have a communicative mean-
ing. However, other non-communicative sounds, like sneezes and coughs, are not
considered utterances. In the following lines, some rules that have been followed
through the annotations are presented:
• Pauses of 2 seconds or less: If the speaker hesitates to find a word, it is treated
as one utterance, unless the speaker pauses for more than two seconds. (e.g.,
put it in the – toy box).
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• Self-corrected speech: If the speaker interrupts herself to correct herself, it is
treated as one utterance. (e.g., don’t do that, Nathan – Jake!).
• Self-interrupted speech: If the speaker interrupts herself to express an entirely
different thought, it is treated as two separate utterances. (e.g., why don’t you
put it – don’t do that).
• False starts: If the speaker has a false start in her speech, it is treated as one
utterance. (e.g., will you – will you go to your room?).
• Speaker stumbling over words: If the speaker stumbles over his or her words
while trying to formulate an utterance, still count this as a false start and tran-
scribe the attempts on a single utterance line. To count as a false start, the
words must be spoken very quickly or be otherwise clearly an attempt at ver-
balizing a single thought. (e.g., no – don’t – oh no!).
• Utterances never span more than one conversational turn: When people are
taking turns talking, having a conversation, a single utterance will never span
over more than one person’s turn.
• Utterances are never more than one complete sentence: Complete sentences
include things like “the man is walking” and “I’m sleepy”. If sentences are
joined by conjunction words (like “and”, “or”, “but”, “because”, “after”, “for”,
“so”, “if”, “when”, etc.), then they are transcribed them together on a single ut-
terance line, but if there are no conjunction words, the sentences are separated
utterances.
• Using semantic and syntactic cohesion to determine utterance boundary: In
general, when phrases are related semantically and grammatically, they should
are transcribed together as one utterance if there is less than a two second
pause between them. For instance, the phrases “I’ll go first” and “and then
you can have a turn” are related semantically because after “I’ll go first” is the
time when you can have a turn, and the conjunction words “and then” connect
the phrases to each other grammatically.
• Using intonational contours to help determine utterance boundary: If two
phrases are part of two totally separate intonational contours, they are tran-
scibed as two separate utterances instead of a single utterance. Intonational
contour refers to the pattern the pitch of your voice makes when you utter
questions, propositions, and commands. An example is shown in figure 3.9.
Utterance Utterance Utterance
Are you having fun, on the couch? Are you having fun? On the couch?
FIGURE 3.9: Examples of intonational contours.
• Repeated words and phrases: If a speaker keeps repeating a word or short
phrase over and over again (e.g. “no no no, no no, no no no....no!” or “I won’t
I won’t I won’t I won’t!”, or is counting, saying the alphabet, or reciting a list,
the intonation and 2 second pause rules are used to find the boundary.
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Chapter 4
Method Description - Emotion
Recognition System
This section describes in detail an Emotion Recognition System implemented in
this project. A system based on CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks) has been
implemented for recognizing emotions, so audio and video has been used as sources
for the system. As well in the first subsection it is described all the preprocessing
followed before entering the network. As it is seen in the next section, a public
database (IEMOCAP) has been used to develop our systems.
4.1 Data Preprocessing
As commented before, the IEMOCAP database is used for the experiments. This
database is composed of videos, therefore images and audios are used as sources of
information (see Sec. 2.4.2). The next chapter will be about the amount of informa-
tion that were finally used and how structured all videos for training and testing are
structured. This section is describing how to treat and preprocess all videos before
entering the data to the network.
4.1.1 Audio Preprocessing
In the IEMOCAP database, the audio is apart from the video, but they are completely
synchronyzed except for the final, where it is mandatory to deal with duration. The
audio format is .wav, with 44100 Hz of sample rate and stereo channels. The main
idea of the preprocessing step is obtaining small windows of the audio centered
around an image and training the model with this windows (extracting features di-
rectly with the network or with an external feature extractor). The following list
presents the main steps that are followed through all preprocessing:
1. Stereo to mono: The first step is converting stereo audio to mono. To do this, it
is used a python library called pydub, after isolating and organizing the audio
in a new folder.
2. Synchronize duration: In general, the audio has longer duration than video. It
was not a problem of synchronization, but the video was cut before the audio
finishes. Therefore, using a library called moviepy.editor, duration of each video
was extracted and saved in a .txt file.
3. Window segmentation: Now, using again moviepy.editor and the .txt file du-
ration to compute the real length of the audio, each audio is read and then
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FIGURE 4.1: Window segmentation step. F: Frame. W: Window.
the number of divisions necessary for the window division is computed. In
this case, because the video was 29.97 frames/s, it is advisable to use an audio
window step of 33.3 miliseconds and centered around each frame, with length
66 ms or 100 ms. For example, for length 100, there will be 50 miliseconds
protruding on each side. Fig. 4.1 shows graphically the process.
4. Window selection: Once all audio windows has been created for each frame,
only those windows that fall inside an utterance with an emotion in any set are
selected.
4.1.2 Video Preprocessing
All videos are in .avi extension, with frame rate of 29.97 frames/s and frame size of
720x480 pixels. This subsection is going to enumerate the steps that are followed to
achieve the final face, that is the input of our system. First of all, folders that contains
each video are reorganized. Then, the next steps are followed (Fig.4.2):
FIGURE 4.2: Video preprocessing steps. Number 1 is the step of crop-
ping videos and it is the input of the Face landmark detector, which
is the step Number 2 (Hourglass architecture). (Number 3) is the face
alignment using the position of the eyes. Number 4 is the error de-
tector. The interpolation after the error correction is Number 5.
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1. Crop videos: As it is illustrated in 4.2, in a single video there are two people
talking. The authors of the database jointed both camera views in one video.
This is a problem for face detectors, because sometimes it is going to detect
different speakers in consecutive frames. This problem was fixed just cropping
the video in the middle (360x480) with moviepy.editor and silencing the audio,
so two videos from one with this new size are obtained. Then, it happened that
in some videos a person appears at the back, so the face detector starts missing
some frames. To solve this problem, each video is cropped manually to avoid
wrong faces.
2. Face landmark detector: For the face landmark detection a software called
OpenFace was used at first, but it had some drawbacks when the face was not
in front position. The OpenCV library was used to read each video and save
all the frames in other folders. Once this new frame-database was obtained,
a more successful landmark detector was applied to each image. The land-
mark detector predicts a set of 68 2D landmarks. The face landmark detector
and alignment are from [4] library. They coin the network used for their ex-
periments simply Face Alignment Network (FAN). They construct FAN based
on one of the state-of-the-art architectures for human pose estimation, namely
the HourGlass (HG) [22]. They go one step further and replace the bottleneck
block with the recently introduced hierarchical, parallel and multi-scale block
of [31].
3. Face alignment: The next step is aligning the image using the eyes. The im-
plemented method first computes the center of mass of each eye landmark
detected and then computes the angle between both centroids. Then, it deter-
mines the scale of the new resulting image by taking the ratio of the distance
between eyes in the current image to the ratio of distance between eyes in the
desired image. Angle, scale and median center are used to compute the ro-
tation matrix and then the affine transformation is applied to obtain the face
aligned. Then, the face is rescaled to the same size of the input of the network
(224x224x3).
4. Face error detection: Because there are lot of faces in black (because there is
not face detected) or in a wrong position (because of the wrong position of
the detected landmarks), an error detector that detects when a face frame is
incorrect was created. Some conditions that almost detect all error were found:
if the angle between both eyes is bigger than 60 degrees and smaller than 318
degrees, it is a wrong face. It happens the same for the scale and the distance
between eyes, but it depends on the video, because each person has different
head size.
5. Face error correction - interpolation: Once all the wrong faces were detected,
an interpolation was made between frames to fill the gaps of the wrong faces.
The next conditions were followed: if an utterance losses more than 30 consec-
utive frames, this utterance is discarded because it has more than one second
missing and this can cause some problems. If a sequence of less than 30 frames
is found, an interpolation is made just filling the left part of the gaps with the
left face and the right part with the right face. To clarify this correction, an
example could be if there are missing 20 frames, it has to be repeated 10 times
the frame just in the left and 10 times the frame just in the right. This method
will discard some utterance (for example with face occlusion), but as well will
recover a huge number of them.
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4.2 Proposed System - Local Level
There are three important steps in a multimodal scenario for emotion recognition.
The first one is the election of the architectures or methods to obtain the unimodal
features. The second one is the fusion strategy. The last one is the implementation
of a recurrent model or not. In the following sections, this three steps are going
to be explained along with the architectures that have been used for extracting the
unimodal features and for the fusion methods.
First of all, one of the objectives of this work is to know how accurate a model
can be only at frame or local level, which means not using any context or temporal
information. For this purpose, three different architectures are implemented: one
for raw audio, one for audio features and one for faces images, which input is only
a segment of audio, a feature vector or an image, respectively, and their output is
the label of that input. For performing this, each audio segment, feature vector or
image has its own label, which is the label of the utterance to which it corresponds.
This means that each frame/face has associated its own audio segment and, for cor-
respondence, its own audio feature vector. This results in a database with the same
number of frames, raw audio segments and audio feature vectors.
One of the reasons of doing this is because after analyzing the unimodal systems
at frame or local level, the benefits of fusing them by pairs or trios is studied. In Sec.
4.2.3 these fusion architectures are explained.
Another point to take into consideration is the optimizer and the loss function.
For all this architectures the Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.001, beta1 of 0.9
and beta2 of 0.999 were used. The same loss function for all the architectures was
also used: the Categorical Cross-Entropy loss function because it is a multi-class
classification problem. The expression of this function is







(yij ∗ log(y∗ij)) (4.1)
, where y∗ is the predicted value.
4.2.1 Audio Architecture
Following the state of the art (see Sec. 2.3.1), the most implemented method for
obtaining the audio features is using the OpenSMILE toolkit. In this work, two dif-
ferent strategies were implemented: 1) OpenSMILE with audio segments of 66 and
100ms, and 2) a deep learning network using 1D convolutional layers to obtain the
features of audio segments of 66 and 100ms and classify them directly.
Raw Audio Architecture
Fig. 4.3 shows the architecture that was used for classifying the raw audio seg-
ments. Different architectures were tried but this is the one with best performing.
The input of this architecture is a raw audio segment of 66 or 100ms. This input is
passed through four consecutive 1D Convolutional layers with 16, 32, 64 and 128
filters, respectively. All these convolutional layers have a filter size of 9, ReLU as
the activation function and are followed by a Pooling layer: the first three ones by
a MaxPooling layer with pool_size of 2 and the last one by a GlobalAveragePooling
























































































FIGURE 4.3: Raw audio architecture. Input: Audio segments of 66 or
100ms. Output: Label.
to reduce the dimensionality. Until this layer, the network can be seen as a feature
extractor, which output is a feature vector of size 128.
In order to perform the emotion classification, a dropout layer with rate 0.5 is in-
serted and finally a fully-connected layer with 4 units (because there are 4 emotions)
and softmax as the activation function.
Audio Feature Architecture
The architecture for classifying the audio feature vectors is simpler than the one ex-
plained for raw audio, but it requires an additional preprocess. First, each raw audio
segment of 66 or 100ms is passed through the OpenSMILE toolkit to obtain the au-
dio feature vectors. The configuration file ’IS13-ComParE’ is used which obtains a
total of 6373 features (See Sec. 2.3.1). The next step is to normalize each of the fea-
tures to the range [0,1]. For this task, the maximum and minimum for each feature is
computed using the feature vectors of the training and validation set. This has been
done like this because this two sets are the ones used during the training process.
Once the 6373 maximums and minimums are computed, all the feature vectors of




. Another important part of this process is to delete the features that are not
important to the training process. When computing the maximum and minimum,
for some features their maximum and minimum are the same, which means that
those features have the same value for all the vectors. These features are deleted,
obtaining a total of 2099 features for raw audio segments of 66 ms and 5266 features
for raw audio segments of 100ms.
After obtaining the feature vectors, they are passed through two consecutive
fully-connected layers with 256 and 128 units respectively. This part of the model
can be seen as a feature reduction. After that, the classification is performed using



































FIGURE 4.4: Audio feature architecture. OpenSMILE, feature normal-
ization, removal of useless features, feature reduction and classifica-
tion. Input: Audio segments of 66 or 100ms. Output: Label.
another fully-connected layer with 4 units and a softmax as the activation function
(Fig. 4.4).
4.2.2 Video Architecture
For recognizing emotions from images, a CNN pretrained architecture is proposed.
In this case, the VGGFace pretrained model from keras is used, with some modifica-
tion for the right working of the process. In figure 4.5, the final architecture is shown










































Convolution + ReLU MaxPooling
Conv1 Conv2 Conv3 Conv4 Conv5
FIGURE 4.5: Video architecture. VGG Face for emotion recognition.
Input: Face with size 224x224x3. Output: Label.
First of all, the pretrained model was trained with VGG-Face database [18]. The
dataset contains up to 1000 images per identity and 2622 subjects. Images are down-
loaded from Google Image Search and have large variations in pose, age, illumina-
tion, ethnicity and profession (e.g. actors, athletes, politicians). For this reason, the
original VGG Face architecture has a final softmax of 2622 neurons, to classify each
subject. The objective of this project is to predict 4 emotions, so the final softmax is
changed from 2622 to 4 neurons, keeping the rest of the architecture with the same
weights. The idea of using this network is making fine-tuning over some layers of
the VGG and freeze the rest, to get a better representation with our data. Therefore,
the first three convolutional blocks are frozen and the next two convolutional layers
with the fully-connected part are trained with new data.
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The architecture is made of 5 convolutional blocks and the first convolution has
an input of 224x224x3 (face in RGB). All convolution inside each block have a ReLU
activation. The first convolutional block has 2 convolutions with 64 filters each one
and Zero padding equal to 1, followed by a Max Pooling layer with stride equal to 2 to
reduce dimensionality. The next convolutional block is the same, but increasing the
numbers of filters to 128. The third convolutional block adds another convolution
(a total of 3 convolution) with the same Zero padding and 256 filters instead of 128,
computing a Max Pooling again at the end of the last convolution with stride equal
to 2. The fourth and fifth convolutional block are the same, with 512 filters each con-
volution followed by the same Zero padding and a final Max Pooling. After the final
Max Pooling, the final image is flattened and pass through 2 fully connected layers
of 4096 neurons each with ReLU activation. The final 4096 neurons are connected to
a fully connected layer with softmax activation for the emotion classification.
4.2.3 Fusion Architectures
Once all audio and video architectures are created and trained, the next step is to
fuse them to obtain new representation of features. The final fusion architecture
after some attempts is shown in figure 4.6. It is performed in three different ways:
fusing raw audio architecture with video, fusing handcrafted features architecture

























































































































FIGURE 4.6: Fusion architecture. Raw audio and video fusion (1).
Handcrafted feature and video (2). Raw audio, hancrafted features
and video (3).
As it was explained in the previous chapters, there are the same number of video
frames as number of windows, so the fusion is made at local level. The first step for
the fusion is making a dimensionality reduction in video architecture. To do that, the
output of last dense layer from the VGG Face architecture is taken and is connected
with a fully connected of 128 neurons to reduce the vector of 4096 to 128, forgetting
about the softmax layer. This new fully connected has learnable parameters and
will be adapting them during training. For both audio architectures, the new system
does not take into account the output of the softmax and uses the last feature vector
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FIGURE 4.7: Up-Left: Unimodal Face Architecture + LSTM/GRU.
Up-Right: Unimodal Audio Features Architecture + LSTM/GRU.
Down: Unimodal Raw Audio Architecture + LSTM/GRU.
of size 128 for the fusion. For the raw audio is the output of the Global Pooling and
for the handcrafted is the output of the last fully connected layer.
The next step is to simply concatenate the feature vectors of size 128. For this, 3
different systems and combination are proposed. The first combination is between
raw audio feature vector and video feature vector, with a final length of 256. The
second combination is between handcrafted audio features and video obtaining the
same length as the first combination and the last combination is between all feature
vectors, obtaining a last feature vector of length 384. Once the concatenation is done,
all architecture fusion have the same procedure for the classification. The new fea-
ture vector is connected to a new fully connected with 32 neurons and finally with a
fully connected with softmax activation for the final emotion classification. Basically,
what is done is just freezing all previous layers from all architectures and train the
new fully connected layers added to the system.
4.3 Proposed System - Recurrent Model
One of the objectives of this project is to model also the temporal information in
the emotion recognition problem. Once the local level architectures have been im-
plemented, the next step is to introduce some temporal information to the network.
For this purpose, only the experiments that use audio segments of 100ms have been
updated with new layers because, as it will be explained later, they obtain better
performance than the 66ms ones.
Temporal information have been modeled with a recurrent layer (see Sec. 2.5.5)
at the end of each architecture, just before the Fully-Connected layer with the soft-
max activation which performs the classification. Each new model is trained two
times, one with a LSTM and one with a GRU, in order to compare the performance
of both architectures and how the reduction of trainable parameters of the GRU unit
influences the training.
The chosen experiments are the following ones: unimodal raw audio, unimodal
audio feature vectors, unimodal faces and the fusion of this three modalities (tri-
modal fusion). Now, the input of the models is not only a face, an audio segment
or a feature vector. The network needs a sequence of inputs. For example, in the
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unimodal faces experiment, the model needs as input sequences of n consecutive
faces. This n consecutive faces have to belong to the same utterance. So, groups of
n consecutive faces are created until the last face of the last sequence is the last face
of the utterance. To understand better this idea, imagine that the network needs as
inputs sequences of n files and the first utterance has a total of m faces named as fi,
iε[1, m]. The input sequences are
s1 = [ f1, f2, ..., fn−1, fn]
s2 = [ f2, f3, ..., fn, fn+1]
...
sm−n = [ fm−n, fm−n+1, ..., fm−2, fm−1]
sm−n+1 = [ fm−n+1, fm−n+2, ..., fm−1, fm]
For training this networks, one have to replicate the local level networks ex-
plained in Sec. 4.2 n times before applying the recurrent layer. This can be done
with the TimeDistributed and Lambda layers of the keras.layers Python library, also
switching the trainable parameter of each layer to true or false depending on if it is
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FIGURE 4.8: Trimodal Fusion Architecture + LSTM/GRU.
Fig. 4.7 shows the three unimodal architectures with the LSTM/GRU layer. The
modification is very simple. For the raw audio, the local level architecture is taken
until the GlobalAveragePooling1D layer, which output is a vector of size 128. For the
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audio features, the model is reused until the Fully-Connected layer, which output is a
vector of size 128. And for the faces, until the Fully-Connected layer, which output is a
vector of size 4096. Then, the same modification is done to the three models: a LSTM
or a GRU layer with 64 units and a Fully-Connected layer with 4 neurons and softmax
as the activation function. For training the three new architectures, the best model
obtained at the frame level experiments is loaded and its weights frozen. The new
recurrent part of the model is trained with the training and validation sequences.
For the fusion architecture, only one method is selected. This method is the fu-
sion of the three modalities together and adding at the end the same recurrent layer
as in the unimodal scenario. Fig. 4.8 shows the scheme of the architecture. It is
the same as the trimodal fusion at local level, but adding at the end a LSTM or a
GRU layer with 64 units and a Fully-Connected layer with 4 neurons and softmax
as the activation function to perform the classification. Again, to train this fusion
networks, Adam optimizer is used with the same parameters as before. Categorical




This section discusses the results obtained in chronological order using the architec-
tures from Chapter 4, as well as the environment used for the experiments and the
experimental protocol followed in each experiment. Remember that all experiments
have been performed using the IEMOCAP database, except a proof of concept tested
over a subset of our database.
5.1 Experimental Protocol
In this section, the experimental protocol and the environment used for the experi-
ment is going to be discussed.
5.1.1 Environment Adaptation
All the experiments and part of the database organization and preprocess have been
done in a server from HuPBA (Human Pose Recovery and Behavior Analysis). This
server has 4-GPUs (GeForce GTX TITAN X) and the OS is Linux (Ubuntu 16.04.6).
This allows the experiments to run in parallel and go faster parallelizing the code in
more than one GPU. The GPU capacity is enough to use a batch size for the images
of 16 and for audio a batch size of 128. To connect to the server a ssh protocol is used
(it is a secure protocol to connect via internet). Tu upload data to the server, Filezilla
was used with the SFTP protocol to transfer data from local computer to the server.
All code created is in Python and the code reused is written in Java and C++.
The code is placed in this GitHub repository. For the python code, the main libraries
used to develop the networks are Keras (over Tensorflow) and Pytorch. For the data
processing it is used as well Pandas and OpenCV. To edit and debug the code, the
favorite editor was Spyder. To run the code in the server, Docker has been used to
package all the code and its dependencies (libraries, data, etc) in a virtual container.
For this process, two images have been created with the respective libraries and
dependencies to run all the codes. These images are in charge of creating the final
containers.
5.1.2 Emotion Recognition Protocol
As it has been explained in Sec. 4, the IEMOCAP database has been used for all
the experiments. This database (see Sec. 2.4.2) contains 5 sessions with 151 videos in
total (28, 30, 32, 30 and 31 respectively). As it is done in the state-of-the-art literature,
the 5th session have been used as the test set and the other 4 sessions as training sets.
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  Train Validation Test Total 
OpenFace Frames 299.545 67.077 149.244 515.866 
Proposed 
Method 
Frames 451.696 104.389 143.648 699.733 
Utterances 3.275 814 1.093 5.182 
 
 FIGURE 5.1: Number of extracted faces with OpenFace. Number of
extracted faces and utterances for the proposed method.
Following the same strategy than [12], the 20% of the training set have been used as
the validation set, taking the first and last 3 videos of each session. Thus, the final
division is: 96 videos for training, 24 for validation and 31 for testing.
The utterances of the IEMOCAP database are labeled with 10 different emotions:
frustration, surprise, fear, disgust, happy, neutral, sad, angry, excited and other. Following
the state-of-the-art, only four emotions have been used for the experiments: happy,
neutral, sad and angry, considering all the excited utterances as happy. Each utter-
ance is labeled by three annotators. When there is not a consensus between them,
(for example, two annotators label a utterance as happy and the other one as sad),
the emotion is labeled as XXX and this utterance is not taken into account for any
of the sets. A Python script is coded to read all the annotation files and extract the
beginning and final time of the utterances whose labels are the ones selected for this
work.
For extracting the faces, the method explained at Sec. 4.1.2 is used. Table 5.1
shows the number of faces extracted with this method and with the OpenFace library.
Using this method, only the 7.52% of the faces is lost, while the percentage of lost
faces for the OpenFace method is 31.82%, so it was discarded due to the number of
information lost. This table shows the number of images that are going to be used
for training, validation and test sets, which are the 65%, 15% and 20%, respectively.
This division, in terms of number of utterances, means 3275 for the training set, 814
for the validation set and 1093 for the test set. All these values are the same for faces,
raw audio segments and audio feature vectors, to facilitate pairing in fusion models.
With the initial and final time of each utterance and the extracted faces, audio
segments and audio feature vectors, some scripts are coded to organize these files
in three sets. Each folder (train, val and test) has 4 sub-folders (ang, hap, neu, sad), in
which all the files belonging to that label and that set are placed. This organization is
due to the generators that were coded for the training processes. A different gener-
ator was coded for each modality, changing the way the files are loaded in memory
and the dimensions of the data.
The training of each modality and the fusions are performed using the fit_generator
function of keras and the coded generators. After that, the best model is chosen and a
evaluation process starts. During this processes, the model is evaluated as follows:
1. At local level. The performance of the model is evaluated at local level for the
training, validation and test sets, which means that every input file has its own
label.
2. At utterance level. In this case, two strategies are implemented: the prediction
of an utterance is the mean or the majority vote computed from the value
of the final softmax. In this evaluation, the performance of the model is also
computed at utterance level for each label for the training, validation and test
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sets. For this computations, some python dictionaries is generated in which
each key is the number of the utterance and its corresponding value is a list
with the files that integrate that utterance.
In order to make the accuracy tables more understandable, only the utterance
results of the mean are going to be shown, because in general, they perform better
than the majority voting. In order to compare with the state-of-the-art methods, the
macro F-Score is computed for the model with higher accuracy.
One important step in all this training process is the data augmentation. All the
images were flipped in the vertical axis to have the double amount of data in the
training set, obtaining a total of 903.392 training faces. This operation is computed
because it makes the system more robust to different face positions. The valida-
tion and test sets are the same as before. In order to be coherent during the fusion
methods training, the corresponding raw audio segment and feature audio vector
for a face and its flipped face is the same, so they were loaded only two times when
training.
5.1.3 Recurrent Model Protocol
The protocol that have been followed for the recurrent experiments is very similar
to the previous one. The data used here is the same as before (with the same data
augmentation) and follows the same organization. The unique change is the way
the data has to be passed to the models. Now, the data is grouped in sequences of
10 consecutive faces, audio segments or audio feature vectors. Utterances with less
than 20 faces have been discarded, finding only 3 on the entire dataset.
For this experiments, instead of taking all the files, the strategy that has been fol-
lowed is to use every second. For example, if the utterance has 40 frames, only the
odd ones are taken, obtaining only 20. With these 20 frames, sequences of 10 files are
generated following the explanation in Sec. 4.3. Each sequence has a unique label
associated. For all this organization of the data, new .csv files and python dictionar-
ies had to be created. Other important change is the modification of the generator
functions to return sequences of files instead of singular files. One new generator
function has been coded for each of the recurrent experiments.
The evaluation of the models follow the same proceeding as before: each model
is evaluated at each sequence and at utterance level, making the mean and the major-
ity vote of the sequences that integrate each utterance. The performance at utterance
level for each label is also computed. Again, only the results obtained with the mean
are going to be shown because, in general, they perform better than the majority
vote. The performance of the model has been also computed at utterance level for
each label for the training, validation and test sets.
5.2 Experimental Development
In this section, the experiments are going to be introduced in chronological order
and are going to be commented in detail through the explanation. First of all, for
the metrics in emotion recognition, the accuracy has been computed in two different
ways: at frame level (just the accuracy for each frame, window or feature vector)
and at utterance level. To compare the results of this project, state-of-the-art results
from [7] are going to be shown with F-Score metrics.
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5.2.1 Unimodal Faces Experiments
These experiments have been launched along 20 epochs. The final results are shown
in Table 5.1 in terms of accuracy. The table shows the accuracy at frame level, at
utterance level with mean score and the F-Score for the best model at utterance level





Train Validation Test Test 
Frame level 78.50 39.20 36.63 - 
Utterance level 91.87 45.33 40.62 37.72 
Utterance level 
from [X] 
- - 41.79 41.79 
TABLE 5.1: This table shows the accuracy for the VGG at frame level
and utterance level and the F-Score at utterance level. It shows as
well the F-Score of the state-of-the-art.
At frame level, the model with 39.20% of accuracy has been kept (the one with
higher accuracy at validation). This results is just at frame level, so it cannot be
compared with other state-of-the-art methods. When computing the test accuracy, a
36.33% is obtained. This is not something striking because the validation set contains
videos from actors that also appears in the training set, and the actors from the test
set do not appear in the training or validation, meaning that the validation set is not
representative with the test set. But this division in train, validation and test is the
same that the state-of-the-art literature uses. When choosing the final model only
the information of validation is available, so this validation set is not going to let the
system generalize to other videos. This can be seen in the low accuracy of test.
The IEMOCAP has a low resolution image, so the faces are not detected in a
correct way. As it was commented in Sec. 4.1.2, a new face detector was used to fix
the problem of missing faces at some frames. This problem is highlighted looking at
the accuracy and if it is compared with audio method of state-of-the-art, for example.
The network cannot achieve good results with faces that are not correctly aligned or
just have resolution problems.
At utterance level, the accuracy increases as it was expected because, imagine
that in a happy utterance with 200 frames, there are 120 with happy labels and at
frame level is just a 60% of accuracy, while in utterance level is a 100%. The vali-
dation accuracy for utterance level is 45.33% and for test is 40.62%. This model is
4.07% under the state-of-the-art model from [7] (41.79%) in terms of F-Score, where,
to capture the temporal dependence, they transform each pair of consecutive images
at t and t + 1 into a single image and then they provide this input to a multi-level
CNN. This difference of modelling the temporal aspect may be the reason why they
achieve this difference at utterance model. As well, comparing the training accuracy
and the test accuracy in the proposed method, there is an intuition that the system
is overfitting. Maybe, the network is very complex for recognizing emotions and in
future work it will be proposed new architectures.
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5.2.2 Unimodal Audio Experiments
In this subsection, the architectures of raw audio and handcrafted features are going
to be analyzed together. These experiments have been launched along 1000 epochs.
 
 Architecture 1 Architecture 2 Architecture 3 
66 ms 42.10 42.00 41.80 
100 ms 42.80 42.40 42.50 
TABLE 5.2: Accuracy for the different architecture of handcrafted fea-
tures audio in validation set. The window analysis are 66 and 100
ms.
Table 5.2 shows the results obtained with handcrafted features for different ar-
chitectures. The results are from the validation set in terms of accuracy for the best
models. The first architecture shows the highest accuracy for a window analysis of
66 and 100 ms. This architecture is shown in Sec. 4.2.1 (Fig. 4.4). The other two archi-
tecture have the same structure except for the new fully connected layers that have
been added. For architecture 2, a fully connected of 512 neurons is introduced before
the fully connected of 256 neurons. In addition, for architecture 3 a fully connected
of 1028 neurons is added before the fully connected of 512 neurons from architecture
2. Noticeably, the first architecture works better and this is because the number of
parameters is smaller, so it generalizes better validation and test data than the other
two architectures. If the number of data/samples increases, it could be reasonable




Raw Audio Handcrafted Features 
Baseline  
Audio Method  
  Frame level Utterance level Frame level Utterance level Utterance level 
  66 100 66 100 66 100 66 100 100 
Accuracy 
Train 42.20 43.00 51.84 52.39 40.50 40.30 47.39 44.21 - 
Validation 41.40 41.80 51.84 51.10 42.10 42.80 50.98 50.12 - 
Test 41.43 41.84 52.24 53.52 39.28 39.72 49.31 49.22 - 
F-Score Test - - 48.87 51.32 - - 47.32 45.40 51.52 
TABLE 5.3: Accuracy for raw audio and handcrafted features audio
at frame level and utterance level and the F-Score at utterance level.
F-Score of the state-of-the-art baseline [7].
In table 5.3, the results of raw audio architecture and architecture 1 for hand
crafted features are shown. The first analysis is going to be about the window
length. For the Raw audio information, at frame level and using a window length
of 100 ms, a 41.84% of accuracy is obtained for test set. Compared with 66 ms for the
same set, it is 0.41% higher. It happens the same for validation set. At utterance level
and for test set, a 53.52% is obtained with 100 ms, 1.28% higher compared with 66
ms. In general, when extracting the features directly from the raw audio, it is clear
that for 100 ms of window length is going to work better.
For handcrafted features, at frame level it works better with 100 ms (39.72%)
than 66 ms (39.28%) of window length. When computing the accuracy at utterance
level, for 66 ms the accuracy is higher. For test set, it achieves a 49.31% of accuracy.
The number of features extracted from a window of 66 ms is 2099 and for 100 ms is
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TABLE 5.4: Number of frames per utterance in each set.
5266. This feature vector of 100 ms is almost the double of 66 ms, so for our architec-
ture it should be working better the 100 ms window length. This is something that
happens at frame level as it was expected, but not for utterance level. One of the
possible explanations is shown in table 5.4. Following the histogram, the number
of frames per utterance (length of the utterance) is in general less than 100 frames
for all sets. Although with a longer window the time resolution increases, there is a
lost of frequency resolution [17] when computing the STFT to extract features, what
could make the system fail in shortest utterances with 100 ms. This would explain
why at utterance level with handcrafted features, the system performs better for 66
ms.
Comparing both methods at frame level, a higher accuracy in test set is achieved.
For validation set, the accuracy is higher for handcrafted features, but this is not
something significant. At utterance level, the accuracy of raw audio architecture is
3.02% higher than handcrafted feature for 100 ms. For this reason, extracting features
directly from raw audio over handcrafted features has become very popular and is
used more frequently.
The state-of-the-art just extracting features with OpenSmile directly from a win-
dow length of 100 ms is 51.52% in terms of F-Score. In this case, our result is very
close to the state-of-the-art (51.52%), just 0.30% of difference. This confirms that
extracting features directly from raw audio can work better than using an external
feature extractor such as OpenSmile.
5.2.3 Fusion Experiments
In this section, the three fusion experiments explained on Sec. 4.2.3 are analyzed.
As it has been seen in the previous section, at the unimodal experiments with raw
audio segments and audio feature vectors, using 100 ms obtains better results than
using 66ms. For this reason, only the fusion methods that use segments of 100ms
are going to be analyzed.
To perform the fusion methods, the best model of each modality is loaded and
all convolutional and fully connected layers are frozen. Only the new layers after
the concatenation are trained. All the fusion methods are trained between 10 and
20 epochs because of the amount of the data, the computational time and the fast
convergence of the training.
Table 5.5 shows the results obtained for the three fusion architectures. First, it
is going to be analyzed the comparison between fusion methods at utterance level.
Again, the utterance level performs better than the frame level. Looking at the first
4 columns of the table, it can be compared the performance of the fusion of faces
with the raw audio and the fusion of faces with the audio feature vectors in terms of
accuracy and F-Score (only for test set). As it could be expected from the unimodal
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Train 86.40 96.06 86.10 96.09 - 86.50 96.24 
Validation 43.30 50.24 42.90 49.63 - 43.70 50.73 
Test 38.70 44.55 38.62 44.09 - 39.17 44.73 
F-Score Test - 41.71 - 41.18 52.15 - 41.86 
TABLE 5.5: Accuracy of fusion methods for training, validation and
test. Utterance level. Raw Audio and Audio Features from 100ms.
Baseline in terms of F-Score [7].
scenario, the fusion with raw audio obtains a better performance with respect to the
fusion with feature vectors with a difference of 0.61% of accuracy in the validation
set and 0.46% in the test set (at utterance level). The difference in terms of F-Score
is 0.53%. The last column shows the results of the trimodal fusion (Faces + Audio
of 100ms + Feature Vectors of 100ms) at utterance level. This fusion method outper-
forms the results of the previous ones in accuracy and F-Score, which is indicating
that both raw audio and feature vectors helps the faces model in different ways to
obtain a better performance. With the trimodal fusion, the accuracy is 50.73% for the
validation set and 44.73% for the test set. Adding the feature vectors improves 0.49%
in validation set and 0.18% in the test set with respect to the bimodal fusion of faces
with raw audio. But this methods are not capable of improving the state-of-the-art
[7], which obtains 52.15% of F-Score for the fusion of faces and audio features.
Table 5.6 show the accuracy of the unimodal, bimodal and trimodal architectures
proposed in this work in order to compare between modalities. Focusing only on the
validation and test sets, it can be appreciated again that the accuracy for validation
set is better than for the test set. This is due to the fact that the validation set is
not representative with the test set. Besides, the fusion models are limited by the
accuracy of the faces. Both bimodal fusions and the trimodal one outperforms the
accuracy of the unimodal face model in 3.93%, 3.47% and 4.11%, respectively. De-
spite this improvement, this models do not beat the performance of the unimodal
raw audio or audio feature vectors. This could be because the fully connected layers
are given more importance to the faces features than the audio ones after the con-
catenation. On the other hand, these results are showing that the three modalities
provide useful and different information to the model, and each of them improves
the classification of the emotion recognition problem at local and utterance level.
This also shows that the information extracted from OpenSMILE is different and
compatible with the information that the proposed method extracts from the raw
audio segments.
One way to extract some conclusions about the behaviours of the models is to
analyze the performance of each of the emotions individually. Fig. 5.2 (left) is a bar
chart where the accuracy of each method for each emotion is represented. The first
conclusion is that the neutral emotion is the most difficult to classify for all the pro-
posed methods and modalities, while the happy emotion is the one that, on average,
obtains the best accuracy. This is probably because both face expression and speech
during a happy utterance are very representative and different from the rest: the face
is always characterize by the smile and the voice suffers a rise in tone. Raw audio
and audio features perform better for sad emotions almost obtaining the double of
accuracy than the rest of methods. This is reasonable because it is easier to know
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  Train Validation Test 
Unimodal 
Faces 91.87 45.33 40.62 
Raw Audio 52.39 51.10 53.52 
Audio Features 44.21 50.12 49.22 
Fusion 
Faces + Raw Audio 96.06 50.24 44.55 
Faces + Features 96.06 49.63 44.04 
Faces + Audio + Feat. 96.24 50.73 44.73 
 
TABLE 5.6: Accuracy for all the scenarios considered at this work at
utterance level. Raw Audio and Audio Features from 100 ms.
if a person is sad by the way he/she speaks rather than the expression of his/her
face. Another important point is that the accuracy of the neutral emotion using au-
dio features is really bad (less than 10%), whereas for angry emotion it manages
an accuracy very similar to the happy emotion. This could be because OpenSMILE
(or the complexity of the proposed method) obtains better features when there are
changes in tone, amplitude, etc., and worse when the speech is monotonous. By last,
the performance of the faces model and the three fusions is very similar. This con-
firms again than the face model and its overfitting have a lot of weight on the fusion
models.
5.2.4 Recurrent Model Experiments
In this part of the project, the recurrent experiments have been performed for the
unimodal faces, raw audio and audio feature vectors, and for the best fusion method
at local level, which is the fusion of the three modalities (trimodal fusion). These four
experiments have been trained using both LSTM and GRU layers.
Table 5.7 shows the obtained results in terms of accuracy at utterance level (using
the mean). The audio segments used in this study are the ones of 100ms of window
length. In comparison with the results of the previous sections, it can be seen that
using recurrent layers improve the accuracy in almost all the cases. Besides, the
performance of the LSTM and GRU approaches is very similar for all the scenar-
ios. Although the LSTM approach performs a little bit better for unimodal faces
and unimodal raw audio, the GRU approach performs better for the other two. For
unimodal faces, both RNN layers (i.e. LSTM and GRU) decreases the accuracy at
validation set, but the LSTM approach improves the test set in 0.28% with respect to
the model without recurrent information. The audio performs better than the faces
FIGURE 5.2: Bar charts of unimodal and fusion methods without
RNNs (left) and with RNNs (right).
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also with the recurrent layers. For raw audio, the validation set is improved in 3.64%
with the LSTM, but the test accuracy is reduced by 0.09%. This could be produced
again because of the fact that the validation set is not representative with the test set.
For handcrafted features, both validation and test accuracy are improved in 6.34%
and 5.77%, respectively, with LSTM. The test set improves even 0.27% more with the
GRU approach. One possible reason is that OpenSMILE returns always a define set
of features, so it is needed less number of parameters to find patterns and common
information between the feature vectors and, as it has been explained in Sec. 2.5.5,
GRU units need less parameters than the LSTM ones.
It has been seen that including only one recurrent layer and using sequences of
10 consecutive frames improve the performance of the unimodal scenarios, but the
trimodal fusion does not follow the same trend. The accuracy obtained is 2.2% less
than the unimodal faces with LSTM. There are some possible explanations. One
is that this model is freezing all the pretrained weights of the local fusion (the tri-
modal fusion without RNNs) and only trains the recurrent layer and the softmax
fully-connected layer. Retraining some final layers of the fusion like the last con-
volutional layer of each modality and applying other fusion technique instead of
the concatenation could improve this model. Other possible reason is that the faces
method is overfitting and learning some noise, while the audio networks are not
complex enough to model the data with a higher accuracy.
The bar chart of Fig. 5.2 (right) shows the accuracy of the four proposed recur-
rent methods for each of the four emotions. The behaviour is similar. Happy is again
the emotion that, on average, have the highest accuracy. Both unimodal audio and
unimodal feature vectors scenarios perform better for sad emotions than the rest of
models. But here there is some important changes. Without the recurrent informa-
tion, the audio feature method had the worst performance for the neutral emotion,
while here it outperforms the rest of the models. This confirms the hypothesis of the
previous section, in which it was supposed that OpenSMILE obtained better features
when there were changes of tone, amplitude, etc. This features did not work with
a local approach for neutral emotion, but here they improve its accuracy in 35.07%,
meaning that the little variation of the neutral features across time is important for
this emotion to be well classified. The fact that the raw audio model does not behave
like the audio feature one, indicates that both methods obtain different features from
the audio segments. Other important observation is that the fusion method does not
follow anymore the same behaviour as the faces one. Some big changes are the lost
of accuracy at happy and neutral emotions from the fusion method with respect
to the faces model. This indicates that the network is not selecting and combining
well the information of the unimodal features with the recurrent information, giving
more importance to the faces model, which is clearly overfitting.
 Faces Audio100 Features100 Trimodal Fusion 
 LSTM GRU LSTM GRU LSTM GRU LSTM GRU 
Training 92.36 95.20 62.57 62.54 53.56 52.74 70.41 72.88 
Validation 43.42 42.93 54.74 54.86 56.46 56.21 42.19 42.56 
Test 40.90 39.62 53.43 52.15 54.99 55.26 38.70 38.79 
 
TABLE 5.7: Accuracy for all the recurrent models considered at this
work at utterance level. Raw Audio and Audio Features from 100ms.
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5.2.5 Proof of Concept
After the analysis of the experiments using the IEMOCAP database, one last thing
to do is to make a Proof of Concept. This Proof of Concept consists of evaluating the
performance of the trained models with some new data from the Face-to-face Dyadic
Interaction Dataset. For this purpose, one video of this dataset is used. This video
is a conversation between two participants. For the analysis, only one view is taken
for each person, named as P1 and P2. For P1, 5 utterances are analyzed: one happy,
one sad, one angry and two neutral. For P2, only 3 utterances: one happy and two
neutral. Due to database privacy policies, it is not possible to display images of the
participants’ faces to accompany the explanations.
The first evaluation have been done with the unimodal faces model. For P1, three
out of five utterances are well predicted. The model have failed in the sad and the
angry utterances. This prediction was expected because the sad utterance is not a
100% sad utterance, it could be also a neutral face because the expression is neutral,
even though the voice looks sad. In this case, the utterance would be well predicted.
The angry utterance is not also a pure angry utterance, it could be detected as a
sad or neutral emotion. Although only one video is not representative of the entire
dataset, these results are indicating that the model is able to predict well the happy
and neutral emotions, when for the IEMOCAP database the neutral emotion was
the one with less accuracy. This could be because of the improvement of the image
quality in this new database. For P2, only one neutral utterance is predicted as happy
while the other two are well predicted. The face expression in a happy utterance is
slightly exaggerated, so the system works well for this kind of utterances.
The next two analysis are done with the unimodal raw audio and the unimodal
handcraft audio features. These experiments perform really bad in comparison with
the faces one. Only one utterance is well predicted for each person, a neutral one
(three if the sad is considered as neutral and the angry as sad). This results are also
expected because there is a lot of difference between the audio signals from this new
database and the IEMOCAP audios. The amplitude rank is very high in the IEMO-
CAP database, so the raw audio and the handcrafted features are going to be very
different from the ones extracted from the new database. Another important differ-
ence is that this new database have a sampling rate of 44.100Hz, while in IEMOCAP
is 16.000Hz. The needed down-sampling to evaluate the new database in the pro-
posed models could mean a lost of important temporal and frequency information.
In the future, normalizing the audio before entering the network could be worthy
for testing the model with different audios.
This results are indicating that the great number of sessions recorded in the Face-
to-face Dyadic Interaction Dataset, the different views and perspectives, the image




Conclusion and future work
6.1 Conclusion
This project has mainly been focused on the development of an real-time Emotion
Recognition System working with Deep Learning architectures and using video
and audio sources at frame level in a dyadic environment from IEMOCAP database,
in addition to the creation and recording of a database that represents this dyadic
environment. On the other hand, to facilitate the annotation for the database, a
baseline system of speaker segmentation has been developed. Therefore, the con-
clusions obtained from this project are the following:
• Creating a face-to-face dyadic database is important to research and imple-
ment new paradigms and technologies of interpersonal behavior understand-
ing. Currently, databases to recognize emotions do not usually contain dyadic
conversations between individuals, in addition of having worse image quality
and much less diversity and amount of data.
• The performance of the models indicate that the local level analysis is learning
some patterns and features from the data, but it is yet far from the context-
aware methods. Emotions such as happy and angry, in which there are more
changes in the face, are better classified in the face model than sad and neutral.
The utterance level analysis using the mean improves in all the cases the per-
formance of frame by frame. This means that, for most of the cases, the frames
that are not well classified are not far away from the true label.
• The VGG architecture for the face emotion analysis is overfitting with the
amount of data that is used for the training. The results obtained are close
to the state of the art results, so our network is learning useful features at
frame level to predict some emotions correctly, in particular the happy emo-
tion achieves more than 60% of accuracy. An important step in face analysis is
the face alignment. For occlusion or non-frontal problems a new face detector
is proposed.
• When analyzing the emotions using the audio source, extracting the features
directly from a deep learning model (53.52%) achieves more accuracy than
extracting these features with a handcrafted model (49.22%). In particular,
the accuracy for sad labels is 80% in both models, but for neutral labels the
accuracy goes under 10% of accuracy. As well, the best windows length for the
analysis is 100 ms, performing better in most experiments and indicating than,
for less window length, it is more difficult to have discriminatory information.
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• The fusion between face and audio architectures results are far away from
the state of the art results. This is because the network is giving more impor-
tance to the face features and this features are overfitted. This conclusion is
clear looking at the emotion accuracy, which distribution is very similar to the
only face analysis distribution. Another conclusion from this experiment is
that fusing face with the raw audio and the handcrafted features improves the
accuracy, because the features extracted from the deep learning model and the
handcrafted are different and compatible.
• The experiments have been repeated with a recurrent layer to model the tem-
poral information across frames, audios an features. This unique recurrent
layer has clearly improved the unimodal raw audio and audio features exper-
iments but not the trimodal fusion. This may be because the network is giving
more weight to the faces features, which are the ones that are overfitting and
learning some kind of noise. The improvements in the audio network show
that only one recurrent layer is able to find some temporal patterns across the
speech. The emotion with the greatest improvement using the temporal in-
formation is the neutral one, which indicates that the temporal information is
very useful in emotion recognition.
6.2 Future work
This project shows that there is a lot of work and experiments to study. One improve-
ment could be a different fusion method. Only the concatenation has been tested,
but other methods like a weighted fusion or other architectures of the state-of-the-art
literature could improve the performance of the fusion experiments. Other possible
fusion method is to give more importance to the raw audio and audio features dur-
ing the fusion process because they obtain the best performances in the unimodal
scenarios. This statement also encourages the idea of fusing this modalities for ob-
taining even a better classification of the emotions.
Another possible experiments to run in a future are related with the layers and
the architectures. For example, we have seen that the VGG is overfitting with the
data of the IEMOCAP database and the state-of-the-art has proved that models like
3D-CNN perform better. Other way to improve the results is to model the context
and using memory blocks. In terms of recurrent information, only one layer has
been tested. There is a lot of future work here, from the elaboration of a more com-
plex recurrent block with more layers until proving the bidirectional approaches of
the LSTM and GRU layers to model also the future temporal information.
But it is clear that the literature is a little bit stagnant with respect to the databases.
The existing ones do not have properly visual or auditory quality, or the participants
are actors, or there is only one recorded view for each speaker, etc. Here is the oppor-
tunity of achieving a great improvement in the state-of-the-art with the Face-to-face
Dyadic Interaction Dataset, which is going to provide more visual quality, nearly a
360o view of the recordings, natural behaviour of the participants, a wide range of
ages and ethnicities and 81 hours of recordings of dyadic conversations. Exploiting
this database is one of the most important future works.
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